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ABSTRACT

A synthesis algorithm of lossless 2-port networks is presented which is based on a

simplified chalacterization of element¿uy sections and on an exhaction step that eliminates the

need for performing basic polynornial operations such as polynomial multiplication and

division, zero finding, continued fraction expansion, solution of non-trivial simultaneous

equations and rational interpolation. Each elementary section is characterized using a triplet

of numbers (V¡, p Qlt¡) , d (Vù1, where t¿¡ is the location of the transmission zero, p (Y¡) is

tlre value of the ¡eflectance at the transmission zero, and d (yt¡) is the value of the return

group delay at the transmission zero and is only required for reciprocal sections. During the

extraction of a section that realizes a particular transmission zero, the triplets that characterize

the rernaining transnrission zeros are recornputed using a pair of simple algebraic expressions

that only require complex multiplications and divisions. If the extracted section is chosen

appropriately, the recomputed triplets characterize a lower-older network and the resttlting

realization is carronic. The extraction step is lepeated after selecting the next translltission

zeÍo,

It is showlì that a cascade (chain) decomposition of lossless and real two-port networks

characterized using scattering va¡iables can be completed to within a constant section by

applying the above procedure. In the disctrete-time domain, the triplet characterizing every

elementary section is, analogotts to the analog domain, given by 1", , p (t,), ô (zÐ), where

z¡=(7 + U/i)l(I-V/ù. It is shown that p (z¡) = p(Vù and ô(z) andd(ttt¡) are related by a

corìstant. It follows thât the synthesis algorithm is applicable to both the continuous-time

(analog) domain in the form of lunrped LC and commensu¡ate distributed netwo¡ks and to the

discrete-tirne domain in the form of wave digital filters. All types and multiplicities of
transmission zeros are allowed, with multiple zeros harldled in a slightly different way from

distinct zeros.

It is shown that all elementary sectiolìs of degree one and two can be derived

systematically frorn a basic 4-port topology that is matched (i.e., has zero reflectance) at each

polt. By tenninating two of the ports with basic reactances - whiclt, in the wave digital
(WD) domain, map to allpass sections - all elementary 1st- and 2nd-order sections can be

obtained such that the conesponding WD circuits consist of only one basic building block -
calted the 2-port adaptor. A 2-port adaptor is the WD equivalent of an ideal transformer and

its nonnalized scattering matrix conesponds to a planar rotation. The above derivation is an

independent verification of the fact that every orthogolìal scattering matrix can be factored

non-r,rniquely into a product of planar rotation operators.

A computable WD circuit for the general 2nd-order reciprocal and nonreciprocal sections

is derived via the factorization of the scattering hybrid matrix. It is shown that the undellying

topology is still that of the natched 4-port with the two allpass terminations forming a

lv



coupling network. Giving trp one degree of fteedorn by setting P Qù = z¡, results in a

simplifiect WD circuit thar has a single-nrultiplier control of the transmission zero and is

structurally lossless, i.e., the circuit allows a canonic number of quantizations and remains

ideally lossless after the quautizations have been perfonned. Structural losslessness leads to

low sensitivity of the filter response to parameter variations.

By tenrinaring two other ports with allpass sections, canonic sectiolls aÍe derived that are

structurally lossless and consist of a minimltm number of 2-port adaptors. It is shown,

however, that these sections cannot be macle reflection-free without giving up crucial degrees

of freedom. Flowever, these sections are still useftll, but to ensure computability, they must

be terminated on both sides by reflection-free sections, as showt.t in an example. Other

examples are presented that demonstrate the nun.rerical robustness ând relative immunity to

¡oundoff eror accumltlation of the synthesis algorithrn. They also show the effect of

interchauging the reflectance and transmittance, as well as using voltage vefsus power wave

2-port aclaptors, on the sensitivity of the filter response to parameter quantizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Canonic decomposition of lossless two-port networks in the continuous-time domain is a

classical problem that, due to its importance, has received a great deal of attention ovel the

yea¡s [1]-[9]. An elegant and efficient solution to this problem is of great interest since

filtering, as ¡ealized using an elect¡ical circuit or network, is a frequently occuring operation

in most electrical engineering applications. Also, due to the rema¡kable advances in VLSI

technology in recent years, the problem has resurfaced in the disc¡ete-time domain in the

form of wave digitat filters t1ll,t14l-t161. However, as will become clea¡ in this thesis, the

two problems are essentially equivalent due to the close relationship that exists between \4¡ave

digital filters (WDFs) and their analog counteqparts.

Filter design based on inserting a lossless 2-port network between two resistive

terminations has received most of the attention since such networks exhibit the best

properties. Among these, low response sensitivity to element variations is of great

importance. In this area, the pioneering work of Cauer [7] and Darlington [8] deserve special

mention. They proved a critical tesult, namely:

A given rational function Z(y) is realizl.ble as the driving-point impedance

of a lossless 2-port network terminated in a (1O) resistor (see Fig. 1.1), if
and only if Z(tlt) is a positive real (p.r.) function (i.e,, Z(V) is real for real

r¿andRe{ Z(!t)l> 0forRe( t/}>0).

Fig. 1.1. Realization of an arbitr-ary positive real impedance Z(t¡).

The main problem of network cascade synthesis can be stated as follows: starting from Z(t¡r)

or some other equivalent cha¡acterization, extract low-order realizable lossless subnetworks

such that the overall cascade connection terminated in a 1C) resistor has ttre prescribed Z(t¡).
(See Fig. 1.2). Each subnetwork N¡ in Fig. 1.2 realizes a particular transmission zero, The

mechanics ofextracting (or removing) a subnetwork N¡ can be quite involved and, generally,

depend on the nature of the transmission zero being extracted. For example, if all the

transmission zeros are at infinity, then a continued fraction expansion of Z(t¿), or its

LOSSLESS
2-PORT
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reciprocal y(tl¡), is sufficient to complete the synthesis [2]. This covers the classical

Butterworth and Chebyshev response cases. If the transmission zeros are all distinct, which

is the usual case for transfer functions that are highly selective, then general 2nd-order

reciprocal (Brune) sections are required. If, in addition, the transfer function has

transmission zeros with non-zero real part, which can result from an attempt to optimize the

phase response, then the extraction of nonreciprocal sections is necessary. This thesis deals

with transfer functions of the most general type.

Upon completion of the extraction step, the remainder impedance Z¡(r¿) is obtained (see

Fig. 1.2) and the process is repeated until ZL = 1.

Fig. 1.2. Network cascade synthesis.

For the process to be successful each extraction step must satisfy the following:
(a) The extracted subnetwork must be realizable with physical elements.

(b) The positive real properry of the remainders Z¡ (yr) must be maintained.

(c) The remainder Z ¡(ry) must be of lower degree than Z¡¡(tlt) unless a zeroth-order

section is being extracted.

If the order of the exüacted N¡ is the difference of orders of Z¡(ry) and Z¡-ítlt) Vi, then the

process is canonic, i.e., the sum of orders of N¡ equals the order of N. This thesis deals

with canonic cascade synthesis of real networks only.

Most of the practical difficulties encountered during the extraction step stem from the

particular representation of the subnetwork N; , i.e., the choice of signal va¡iables and the

form of polynomials. Traditionally, one used the chain matrix representation [2], [28], as

shown in Fig. 1.3a, where the overall chain matrix K is a product of all the subnetwork

chain matrices K;. An alternative due to Belevitch [1], [9] uses wave quantities for signal

variables (see Fig. 1.3b), and the câscade decomposition can be accomplished by factor.ing

the scattering transfer matrix T (henceforth simply called the transfer matrix). It is now

generally accepted that the transfer matrix T is a better tool for network synthesis because its

representation requires only three polynomials - referred to as Belevitch's representation -

whereas four rational functions are needed for the chain matrix K (see Fig. 1.3). In passing,



we should note that in order to derive computable digital filters that are modelled on analog

filters, one must use wave quantities for signal variables instead of the more obvious voltage

and cu¡rent signals [10j. Hence, synthesis based on the T matrix is applicable to both the

analog and digital domains.

(a)

litl=lå',l1tl=4
Fig. 1.3 Network cha¡acterization using (a) chain matrix K and (b) transfer mat¡ix T.

The factorization problem can be formulated in many different ways. One possibility is
to solve a set of simultaneous equations which are obtained from the coefficients of the

canonic polynomials/(tø), g(y), and h(Ø t3l,l4l. However, it is known that the coefficient
form representation is inappropriate for highly selective filters, i.e. ones with a high degree

and a narrow band, due to the high sensitivity of elernent values to variations in the

coefficient values [5]. This problem is usually circumvented by using the zero form
representation for the polynomials. Williamson successfully used this form in his

reformulation of dle factorization problem as a rational interpolation problem [31]. However,

as is the case fo¡ most zero-form algorithms, an efficient and ¡eliable zero-fhding routine is

required. Such an operation consumes a lot of computer time, is not always reliable, and

generates roundoff error which can accumulate to excessive levels unless an elaborate

extraction medrod is employed that at each stage uses only the input data [3 1]. It is shown in
this thesis that comparable results can be achieved using much simpler techniques.

An alte¡native method, which simplihes the mechanics of the extraction step somewhat,

operates on the input reflectance

:i,l tíll =ö[ 
; ;ii, :',i )t*a=,tt:)

(1.1)

which, for positive real Z(ry) , can be shown to be bounded real (passive) [1]. In this
approach, the remainder reflectance is obtained by forcing cancelling common factors

between the numerator and denominator (see Fig. 1.4) Í161,1191,1201. However, in o¡der to

n¡u,¡ =h(t/) =z(v) - r
r\r' Cgt) Z(Vr)+1



fo¡ce the cancellation of common factors, it is usually necessary to eithe¡ find the zeros of or
perform long division on both the nume¡ator and denominator polynomials. These

operations are computationally intensive and again generate roundoff errors.

C-Ao
vr- fi:fi

C+Do
' A + Bp

Fig. 1.4 Basic two-port (pair) exuaction step from t161,t201.

In this thesis, a novel synthesis algorithm is presented that eliminates the need for
performing all basic polynonial operations, particularly zero finding, as well as solving a set

of simultaneous equations. It is shown that instead of the usual polynomial representations,

only values of the reflectance and, for reciprocal sections, the retum group delay (henceforth

simply called the delay) evaluated at all the transmission zeros are required to complete the

synthesis. These values form an equivalent cha¡acterization of the overail netwo¡k as well as

of each individual elementary section. It is mainly due to this characte¡ization that a

simplification can take place. During the extraction step, a canonic section is removed that

realizes a chosen transmission zero, followed by the recomputation of reflectance and delay

values at the remaining transmission zeros. By appropriately selecting the extracted section,

the process of recomputâtion generates new reflecta¡ce and delay values that correspond to a

lowe¡-order netwo¡k. This step is accomplished by applying two simple formulae, as

derived in Chapter IV, that require only simple polynomial evaluations. Synthesis is

completed by iterating the basic extraction step. The algorithm can synthesize lossless filters

in the t¿-domain in the form of lumped LC and commensurate distributed networks, and in
the z = (V + l)/(V - D - domain in the form of WDFs. All locations and multiplicities of
transmission zeros are allowed. Since the algorithm is free of elabo¡ate logical procedures

and sophisticated computational tools, it is ideally suited for a first time user in need of a
quick solution. The relative speed with which a particular solution can be obtained allows for
experimentation and optimization of the final realization.

The prototype used throughout is the lossless two-port network inserted between

resistive terminations. It is well known that such a structure offers very low sensitivities to

element variations in both the continuous- and discrete-time domains [1], p. 27 3],[431.



Other terminations are possible; eg, the load-port can be open-circuited [24], or an ideal

source can be applied to the source-port [25]. However, these prototypes have been shown

to suffer from higher sensitivities [26].
As already mentioned, with the advent of the transistor and the subsequent microchip, the

focus has shifted from continuous-time to discrete-time filtering (or digital filtering), where

the continuous-time signals are sampled and the sample values are represented and processed

using binary arithmetic. Digital filters are recursive numerical algorithms, and in this sense,

can be said to have been invented by mathematicians in the 19th century [32], thus predating

continuous-time filters. Advantages of digital filters a¡e many, some of which include:

reduced cost, flexibility of implementation, filter parameters are independent of temperature

variations and ageing, complete design methodologies are available, cf [32], t331. With

modem super-effîcient digital signal processors (DSPs) that can perform an addition and

multiplication step in 200 ns, digital filters have become a viable altemative to analog filters

for most real-time applications. For very high sampling frequencies, specialized VLSI

circuits can be designed t341,t351.
However, the most important advance in digital filtering came when it was discovered

that the superior and desirable properties of doubly-terminated lossless analog filters, such as

low sensitivity and passivity, can also be achieved in the digital domain by imitating the

topology of analog filters. The resulting class of digital filters is called wave digital, and was

originated by Fettweis [10]. The term wave refers to the fact that, instead of voltage and

cunent variables, incident a¡d reflected wave quantities

a=v+Ri , b=v-Ri R an arbitrary positive reference

must be used to ensure computability, i.e., no delay-free loops. Wave digital building

blocks, also calted adaptors, a¡e lossless under linear (infinite precision) operating conditions

and can be made passive under nonlinear (finite arithmetic) operating conditions if an

appropriate Euncation scheme is employed. Normally, magnitude truncation [12] and

overflow saturâtion [13] ofthe signals between the adâptors a¡e sufficient for the suppression

of zero-input granularity oscillations and forced-response overflow oscillations, respectively.

These nonlinear functions can be easily implemented with most digital signal processors. ln
addition to eliminating parasitic oscillations, WDFs consisting of a simple interconnection of
passive building blocks atso enjoy low sensitivity to parameter quantizations in the passbard.

If the transmission zeros a¡e distributed independently among the cascade of canonic

sections, then low sensititivity is also present in the stopband.

Properties of losslessness and passivity lead to many other desirable properties [1 1] and

make WDFs the primary choice for many applications; eg. WDFs provide two

complementary Eansfer functions, the reflectance and the transmittance, without additional

cost and are ideally suited as branching filters in polyphase anaÍgements in subband coders



t361,t371, and in PCMÆDM transmultiplexers [38]; WD bandpass filte¡s have been designed

for isolating the harmonic voltage and current signals in a control loop of a self-nrning reactor

that eliminates unwanted harmonics in a power station [39]. Although WDFs require more

additions than the conventional digital filters [40i, such a criterion is no longer as important

due to the efficiency of modern DSPs. Instead, properties such as nonlinear stability, low

sensitivity, modularity, pipelineability (parallelism) are of greater importance t15l,t41l'
Vy'DFs have been shown to possess ali these properties t111. A comprehensive survey of
wave digital filters along with a 400 item reference list can be found in [11].

Recently, there has been a lot of attention di¡ected towards the so called orthogonal filters

which possess similar properties tlal-t161. However, these structures have been shown to

be normalized voltage WDFs, otherwise known as power WDFs t111,t171,t181. Voltage

WDFs a¡e normally preferable since they require fewer multipliers, remain lossless even with

quantized multipliers, have lower sensitivity, and make better use of the dynamic range.

Power WDFs, on the other hand, are optimally scaled to minimize the probability of
overflow but, with quantized coefficients, can only be made passive with the result that the

transmission zeros move off the unit circle, This problem diminishes as more bits a¡e used

for the multipliers.
In Chapter II, we reiterate some of the conclusions reached in [11] and present some

additional properties of the reflectance and the retu¡n grotlp delay of lossless, real two-port

networks that pertain to the synthesis problem. Belevitch's representation theory is presented

which forms a minimal set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a lossless scattering

matrix to be realizable [1]. A derivation of basic wave digital building blocks is given.

Finally, a connection between continuous and discrete-time domains is discussed.

Chapter III deals with the cha¡acterization of elementary sections using values of the

reflectance and delay evaluated at the location of the transmission zero. It is shown that

starting from a basic 4-port topology, all the lst and 2nd-o¡de¡ sections can be derived in a

systematic way for both the continuous and discrete-time domains. A 2nd-order section with

one degree of freedom less but some very desirable features [29] is analyzed where the

additional consraint is imposed using a nonlirrear optimization algorithm [42]. A network

equivalence is applied that equates the transfer matlix with the hybrid matrix and allows a

simple derivation of WD sections comprised of only delays and one basic building block,

called the 2-port adaptor, whose scattering matrix is given by

l-cos0 sing lSa=l I

I sinO cosgl
(t.2)

and is clearly related to the planar rotator. A class of similar WD sections â¡e derived based

on the factorization of the scattering matrix. However, it is shown that these sections have

some practical limitations.

One of the more desirable properties of digital ci¡cuits with quantized multipliers is the



confinement of transmission zeros ofreciprocal elementary sections to the unit circle whe¡e

they contribute most efficiently towa¡ds the ove¡all attenuation. It is shown in Chapter III
that this property does not hold for passive WD circuits, i.e. where two quantized multipliers
(see eq. (1.2)) are used for each power wave 2-port adâptor (this includes orthogonal filters).

Passivity stems from the fact that sin20 + cos29 = 1 cannot be satisfled with binary fractions.

However, the confinement property does hold for lossless WD circuits comprised of voltage

wave 2-port adaptors with only one quantized muitiplier and the scattering matrix given by

^ [ *or g 1+cos0
òv = |

| 1-cos0 cos 0
= p sep-t where "=l

1

0

0l | (1.3)
cot e/2 )

where, it is assumed, the multiplier in P in (1.3) can be shifted out of the circuit. This
condition is satisfied by most circuits. The use of voltage wave adaptors also ¡educes the

amount of passivity (loss) that is generated by each section (if lossy elements are still
present), which in turn improves passband sensitivity.

A simplified synthesis algorithm is presented in Chapter IV. It is shown that for distinct
trânsmission zeros, the algorithm takes on a particularly simple form. If some of the

transmission zeros are multiple, the reflectance and delay functions a¡e evaluated instead on a

circle centered at the location of the multiple transmission zero - a representation referred to
as the sample characterization. Although this representation is mo¡e elaborate, it can be

reconrputed during the extraction step using essentially the same formulae as for the distinct
zero case. A two-stage extraction step is described where a primitive canonic section is

extracted fi¡st, followed by an ideal transformer ++ 2-port adaptor that induces a desired
property for the overall section; e.9., reflection-free port, straight-through connection at some

frequency, etc. (Note: we use the character <+ to denote the bilinear mapping between the

analog and WD domains.) Finally, several methods, and their relative merits, of extracting
the final ideal transformer (2-port adaptor) are described.

Several design examples are presented in Chapter V which illustrate the important aspects

of the synthesis algorithm as well as general properties of WDFs. A very narrow-band 14th-

order bandpass filter î221has been selected to demonstrate the low rate of roundoff error
accumulation. Another example shows the practical differences of realizing a given transfer
function as a transmittance and as a reflectance. A comparison is made between quantized

structures ¡ealized using power and voltage wave 2-port adaptors. Other examples
demonshate the feasibility of obtaining simplified designs where each 2nd-orde¡ section has

one degree of freedom less.



II. ANALOG AND DIGITAL LOSSLESS TWO-PORT NETWORKS

This chapter deals mainly with the characterization of lossless and real two-port networks

using scattering parameters. Such a characterization is most natural for doubly+erminated

analog networks and, more importantly, leads to computable (wave) digital networks.

Because of the close link, it is possible to present this characterization without making

explicit reference to the complex frequency variable being used'

2,1 On the Connection between Continuous and Discrete-Time Domains

Signals in digital ci¡cuits a¡e disc¡ete-time signals and, as a first step, can be expressed as

impulse -train modulated continuous-time signals, i.e.

x.(r):=.r(r¡ j flt-nV=ï r<nn&t-nT)
n= -æ n-- -æ

(2.t)

where T is the sampling period. A discrete-time signal is defined as the sequence of
numbers, {x(n)J, which correspond to the areas under the impulses in (2.1) [33]. The

defrnition of the z-transform of a discrete-time signal follows from the Laplace transform of

x.(r) and the mapping z = e'r , i.e.

L[.r.(¡)] := 

^j.**r,n f-&t 
-nn "^' 

at

(2.2)

= 2 xØT) ¿-srn = | x@) z-n =: X(z)
l¡=-é ¿=-ó

The Fourier Transform (5 = lar) ofrr(r) is periodic in ø, i.e., the frequency response

of an analog network with the impulse response xr(t) is periodic. A class of analog networks

with an impulse response that can be expressed as x.(¡) are the commensurate distributed

microwave networks [2]. Since ¡'(¡) can be identified via (2.1) with {-rOD}, it folows that

the corresponding discrete-time network has an identical frequency response. A class of
discrete-time networks which are derived this way is called wave digital, and was originated

by A. Fettweis in 1971 [i0].
The mapping z = ¿sT implies that wave digital filters (WDFs) follow from the process of

discretization of commensurate distributed networks which, as we shall shortly see, are

closely allied with the lumped-element networks. As a result, WDFs can be viewed as



numerical simulations of a¡alog networks. Desirable properties of analog networks, such as

losslessness and low sensitivity, are mapped direcdy to the digital domain.

The process of discretization and subsequent mapping to the wave digital domain can be

seen most clearly by considering a section of uniform lossless transmission line of

characteristic impedance R and a one-rray delay of øseconds, as shown in Fig. 2.la'

W
(a) (b)

Fig. 2.1 (a) Unit element and (b) its wave digital image.

The chain parameters for this section are given by

tïil=l ,- i.",. " "'i-: lt :¿ I 
="[!i,] Q3a,

lf sinh(sz) cosh(sz) 
.J'

An alternative characterization which leads to simple and computable digital circuits uses

wave quantities for port variables, as shown inFig.2.2a.

Fig.2.2 Wave quantities as port variables.

In general, for each port i

A¡ = V¡ + Ril¡ and B¡ = V¡ - R¡li (2.4)

a¡e the incident and ¡eflected voltage waves, respectively, and R¡ is an arbitrary positive port

reference. WD ci¡cuits can usually be simplified by a judicious choice of port references À ¡.

(a)



A WD "port" corresponding to an analog port is shown inFig.2.2b. Conceptually, the two

ports differ greatly since, for the analog port, the port variables share the two leads and

cannot b€ physically separated, whereas for the WD port, port variables a¡e partitioned

between two independent uni-directional signal-flow paths.

Applying (2.4) to (2.3a) lelds the scattering transfer representation

(2.3b)

with port references Rl = R2 = R' For this choice, the chain and transfer matrices a¡e related

through a similarity Íansformation:

r=pKp-r where È[ I -f 
]

The two-port in Fig. 2.1a is ¡eferred to as the unit element (UE)' and the term

"commensu¡ate" means that all the elements in a particular distributed network have one-way

delays that are an integer multiple of the basic delay r[21. Expressions such as (2.3b) can

be simplified by using a complex frequency variable defined by

[l I ] 
= ['"'nt' "' 

- sinh (s ø) 
cosh(sø) I sinrr(sc) )l':]=' []:"]

,t,=*"h({)=#}=-+ '=T z=e{

nrr 
l

(2.s)

(2.6)

which is ¡eferred to as the Richa¡ds variable [2]. This mapping allows distributed networks

to be described using polynomials in y. Substituting ry in (2.3b) yields the scattering

transfer matrix cha¡acteriz¿tion of a unit element:

(2.7)

A WD equivalent of a unit element is shown in Fig. 2.1b. (Note: the words image,

equivalent, translation, and correspondent a¡e used interchangibly when referring to the range

of the mapping between analog and WD domains).

The key property of the mapping in (2.6) is that ¡ational transfer functions in t¿are

mapped to rational transfer functions in z, and vice versa. This means that the

approximation and synthesis problems can be solved in either domain' Moreover, it is
known that a distributed network r,vhich is a simple interconnection of UEs can be formally

equated with a corresponding lumped-element lC circuit because the two share the same

^lwY l-v ]r;,r=i','',1,,)la:)

-V
l+v



two-port scattering matrix representation in rl¡ [2]. This can be seen most readily by

considering the driving point impedence of a UE with open and short-circuit terminations at

port 2, i.e., from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) we have

for Iz=0 (Az= Bz) (2.8a)

for Vz=O (Az= -Bù . (2.8b)

*"__J

E
", I

B = z'rA

,_r_1
.--*r

_r¿
o-----J

B = -z'tA

o -Vt- R -R't - h - tar,h sTn - tlt

,r=l=^¡rrnhsr/2=RV

A UE te¡minated according to (2.8a, b) is called an open- and short-ci¡cuited stub,

respectively, and clearly has the same formal properties with respect to t¿as do a capacitor

and an inductor, ¡espectively. The corresponding wave digital circuits obtained from Fig.

2.1 a¡e shown in Fig.2.3.

(a) z

z=RV R
R=L
rD R

Fig. 2.3 Symbolic representations of (a) a capacitor and (b) an inductor in the t¿, s, and z

domains, respectively.

It follows that a formal equivalence can be established between distributed networks with

open- and shorçcircuited stubs (UEs) and lumped networks with capacitors and inductors,

respectively. In fact, most authors prefer to use the simpler lumped symbols for capacitors

and inductors when deriving a prototype for a WDF, with the understanding that the actual

complex frequency variable being used is the Richards variable r¿ and the resulting filter

response is periodic in ø.

The mapping in (2.6) has some additional properties tl1l,t44l which are listed below:

1. The imaginary axis r¡= j@ is mapped onto the imaginary axis s =fø and one-to-

:l
w'T
"l
O"-'----r

5
t-rtt" 

1

o=_J

(b)



one onto the unit circle z = e jctr, where

Q=tan(f) /t o\

and Q, a, and o:l represent the ¡eal frequencies for the lumped, distributed, and WD
networks, respectively.

2. The Nyquist range 0 <ro<tclT is mapped one-to-one and onto the range

0 < C < ... It follows that the frequency responses of WDFs and their corresponding
lumped filters a¡e the same with the frequency variables related by (2.9).

3. Stable filters in whichever domain are mapped to stable filters in the image

domain, i.e.

Re t¿> 0 <+ Res>O <+ lzl> i
Re r¿<0 <+ Res<0 <+ lzl<1

(2.10)

A two-port closely related to the UE is the quasi-reciprocal line (QUARL), which, as the

name implies, does not have the same delay in both transfer di¡ections, but their sum is equal

to 7 [11]. Two instances of a QUARL which are of irnportance for WDFs are shown in
Fig. 2.4.

,c-4t >- Bz .o

ríl]{i iltÉl

Fig. 2.4 Two instânces of a QUARL.

The other important one-port terminatious are the resistor and a resistor in series with a

voitage source. These can be derived using (2.4), and are shown in Fig. 2.5.

#
cB'A'"

til { å :ltfl

h--"l/ A=0
<>

a1 B=2VTF
Fig. 2.5 Resistive terminations and their WD images.



2,2 Ideal Transformer and its Wave Digital Equivalent - the 2-port Adaptor

Basic one-port terminations and their WD ecluivalents were derived in the previous

section. In this section, we derive a WD ecluivalent of the most basic and ubicluitous zeroth-

older two-port * the ideal úansformer. WD equivalents of analog multi-poft netwo¡ks which

do not store or dissipate energy (i.e. nonenergic) are called adaptors, and their purpose is to

e¡rsure that laws equivalent to Kirchhoffls voltage and curent laws hold in the wave domain.

In order to derive a flowgraph (i.e., a digital oi¡cuit made up of adders and multipliers) for an

aclaptor, it is convenient to start from the scattering matrix representâtion which, in general, is

related to the transfer matrix by

[¿rl-l Srr Srz ][Arl - t I Ttz T11722-TpT21
lrrl - [ s, t szz )l¡z]- mzl 1 -ru.

[Brl_l Tr t Tn]lAzl- I ISrzSzr - SrrSzz Srr
L¡rJ- I rn rzz )lsl- szt L -szz 1

l[Í;l = '[i;l

llï:l=,ß:l

(2.lla)

(2. 1 1b)

An ideal transforrner and its chain mat¡ix are shown in Fig. 2.6.

lvrl -lL¡l-t
t7

0
0 I lYzl
un )l*t)

Fig. 2.6 An ideal transformer and its chain mafix.

The corresponding voltage wave scattering and úansfe¡ matrices obtained from (2.11) and

(2.4) for general port references R1 and R2 are given by

I n2-Bt zn(:f
l¿rl_ 1 I R2 Rz ll,ctl
¡a)- 

",.þ"1 2n y-nz)laz)

='li;l

There are three instances of (2.12) that a¡e of interest: (1) For n = 1, the circuit in Fig. 2.6 is

equivalent to a simple direct connection of two ports with different port references, and

r,,r ,l * .H "'-# f,0,,
l¿rl- nl .., R1 ..' * Rr lLr2ll.'"-R, n"*ú ) ,r.rr.,

= r [A']
lBc.l

IJ



(2.12) reduces to

t,=lr!r'i,) , ,,=--r-l:r-(l where ,,=X# (2 13)

A flowgraph corresponding to (2.13) is called the 2-port adaptor; (2) The case Rr = Rz

corresponds to tlìe no¡malized voltage (power) waves, attd (2'12) can be expressed as

sr=f *o'o sin o l
I sin9 cos0J

.r- 1r LB--
sin I

where "orr=!-4 ,ino=ftþ =å r=t""(re)

r -cosol (2.t4a)
--cos 0 1 |

(2.t4b)

S6 is essentially equivalent to the planar rotation (Givens) operator t18l' (3) Finally' for

nz = Rt/Rz, expressions in (2.12) reduce to

'.=l ,T ä l=n'l?å1" "=[å:] ".=,[å?] ers)

S,, corresponds to a pair of inverse multipliers (bt= nazand b2= atln) that introduces a

frequency-independent scaling factor when placed in front of a one-port or as part of the

overall cascade. As such, they are usually refened to as scaling multipliers'

By letting y= cos e , which implies n2 = RzlRt, eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) can be combined as

sa = P-l szP Tg=TyTu=T,1Ty (2.16)

i.e., a nornralized 2-port adaptor is equivalent to a voltage wave 2-port adaptor cascaded with

a pair of inverse multipliers. (Note that ¿ in (2.15) is trow given þy nz = R2/R1') 'lhis

equivalence is depicted symbolically irt Fig. 2.7a, and the corresponding flowgraphs are

shown in Fig. 2.7b. In Fig. 2.7 a, we use the convention of placing the rotation angle I and

the heavy bar on the side belonging to port 1. The flowgraph of the 2-port adaptor

(henceforth, the pref,rx voltage wave will be omitted) in Fig. 2.7b is not unique. Many other

flowgraphs can be derived and some of these can be found in t111,t451. A particular choice

of flowgraph is usually dictated by the properties of the DSP that implements the filter [46].

The main feature of the 2-port adaptor in Fig. 2.7 is that the number of multipliers that

must be quantized in o¡der to ensure realizability equals the number of degrees of freedom,

which in this case is one. Consecluently, tlìe 2-port adaptor is structurally iossless. This is

iu contrast to the normalized 2-port adaptor wlìich requires two independent quantizations.

The flowgraph of the 2-port adaptor in Fig. 2.7 was first derived in i971 [10].

t4



1=.o'e=ffi

normalized 2-port 2-port adaptor

Fig.2.7 (a) Symbolic representation of the decomposition of a normalized (power wave) 2-

port adaptor into a (voitage wave) 2-port adaptor and a pair of inverse multipliers; (b) the

corresponding flowgraphs.

Another zeroth-order two-port of interest is the gyrator which, along with its WD
equivalent, is shown in Fig. 2.8.

,n=f*o'g -singl,rr=-l
I sind -cos6l sin0l

Fig. 2.8 A gyrator and its WD image.

,=,^e)
^ l-n2

cos 9=-
1+n2

sfr e=2-
1+n2

-1 -<os 6 I
Icosg 1 I

Clearly, WD flowgraphs of the gyrator and the ideal transformer a¡e equivalent except for the



negation of A2in Fig. 2.8. Note also that, for both cases, the flowgraphs are of a simple

nature, requiring only 4 (1) multiplications and 2 (3) additions for the normalized and voltage

wave 2-port adaptors, respectively. The relative ease of realizing such two-ports in the WD

domain is in di¡ect contrast to the difficulty of realizing an ideal Fansformer or a gyrator in

the analog domain. Indeed, many anaiog structures that were only ofpassing or academic

inte¡est due to realization problems, have resurfaced in the WD domain [17]. Moreover, as

will be shown in Chapter III, WDFs can be so structu¡ed that they consist of only 2-port

adaptors and delays, thus achieving a high degree of modularity.

In practice, the pair of inverse multipliers in Fig. 2.7 can usually, but not always, be

ignored. Their effect in such cases is to change signal levels within the flowgraph without

affecting (except for a frequency independent shift) relevent Eansfer functions. However,

for the normalized 2-port adaptor, two independent quantizations are required (see Fig. 2.7)

for realizability, i.e., (2.14a) in fact conesponds to

,"0=f -o Bl :+'lþ "J
,lor*p' -d, l,"r=il_d, 1l (2'17)

where the transfer matrix was obtained using (2.11b). Consequently, more quantizations are

performed than the available number of degrees of freedom, and the resulting WDF can no

longer be mapped to a lossless analog network. For this reason' a voltage wave 2-port

adaptor is preferable to its power wave counterpart since the former preserves losslessness

(Srn Sp = R , R = diag {Rr, R2)) even when yis quantized to a binary fraction, whereas

the latter requires two independent quantizations of a = cos 0 and' B = sin 0 such that, at

best, passivity 1i.e. S ], S op < I) can be achieved. This is so because a2 + þ2 = I cannot be

satisfied using only binary fractions, and therefore power wave 2-port adaptors cannot be

made lossless. Losslessness, however, is a very desirable property since it leads to low-

sensitivity and, consequently, to low roundoff noise power [11]. V/e should point out that

WDFs comprised of normalized 2-port adaptors can be made to approach lossless structures

with arbitrary closeness by simply allowing more bits for the multipliers. With today's 32-

bit digital signal processors that allow 16 bits for multipliers, virtual losslessrtess can be

achieved in most cases, but each case must be examined on an individual basis. However,

for a microprocessor implementation, it is still desirable to keep the number of multiplications

to a minimum. One advantage power wave adaptors in general do possess is that they make

efficient use of the dynamic range, thereby maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio.
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2.3 Elementary Allpass Sections

WDFs a¡e an interconnection of ports that topologically match the ports of classical

analog filters. Most of the ports are terminated in elementary one-port sections, with two

such terminations shown in Fig. 2.3. Most of the one-port terminations in the analog domairt

are Foste¡ functions (i.e. reactances) [2], which map to allpass sections in the WD domain.

In this section, some of the elemontary allpass sections are presented with lumped analog

circuits used as prototypes,

In the wave domain, a one-port is characterized by its reflectance (see Fig. 2.2):

where Z is the driving-point impedence of the one-port. If Z is a Foster function, then for

V= jQ <+z=ejøJt, Z= j X(Ð andlsl= 1, i.e., S is an allpass function. The lsçorder
allpass sections in Fig. 2.3 can be generalized by allowing reference R r to be independent of
the element value; the results are shown in Fig. 2.9.

^:l-' vî\
*__l

o-r t
Rr ,,rR1J

(a)

c-B - z-R
z+R

(2.t8)

s=Rz- t/Rr ,. s=l-?"- R2+t¡ft z -I
Rr -Rrt-Rt+Rz

" 
_ t/Rz - Rr 

,__." - ryR2+ R1 ' '

Rc-Rr
' R2*R1

Fig. 2.9 Elementary lst-order allpass sections.

It follows f¡om the denominator ofS in Fig. 2.9 that to guarantee stability it is necessary and

snflrcient that I > 0 e+ I yi < 1. It can be shown 1451-1471that for the circuits in Fig. 2.9
lir

(b)

tt



llxll:=å and llfrll-=# (2.te)

12"

wherellFll!,=fiJ"lr(rit)l'ao *a llFll-:=max lr("ie)lo<6<z arerere''edtoasthe

þ and L_-norms, respectively [33]. For scaling that minimizes the probability of overflow,

all the L--norms are set to one, i.e., the amplitude of Bz al steady state inFig.2.9 is never

larger than that of 41. This is true in (2.19) for 7> 0, which can always be ensured by

applying the equivalence [1 1] shown in Fig' 2.10.

Fig. 2.10 2-port adaptor equivalence when one of the ports is terminated.

As 7 --+ 1 in (2.19) L2 -+0, and the allpass section has poor dynamic range, i.e., the

amplitude of82 at steady state, for a majority of input frequencies, is nearly zero. In such

cases, it is better to use the normalized 2-port adaptor, and (2.19) changes to

llåîll;=1 and ll?ll-= {ffl atz='\ orz=-1 (2.20)

It has been shown that such scaling minimizes roundoff noise 145l-1471.

Elementary 2nd-order allpass sections can be obtained from cascading two UEs from

Fig. 2.1, with the second UE terminated in either an open or short-circuit. The two

possibilities are shown in Fig. 2.11. Note that the reflectances of the two allpass sections

differ by a minus sign which means the two circuits are duals of each other. The Lz and L--
norms for B2l,41 are the same as in (2.19), and for BalAl can be found in [46].

In general, allpass sections comprised of normalized 2-port adaptors have all L2-norms

equal to one, whereas 2-port adaptor realizations with positive /s have all L--norms <1.

From the point of view of scaling, the latter choice is usually too conservative and makes

poor use of the dynamic range, which is another way of saying that the signal-to-noise ratio

is low. Normally, a pair of inverse multipliers a¡e inserted at poftz inFig. 2.11 to improve

the dynamic range.
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(b) s(z) =
-yz2-y2fi-71)z+1 * _Ro-(Rl +R, n=Rz-Rt

" Ro+Rr +Rz '' R2+R1z2_,h$ -yt\z_,lt

Fig. 2.ll Elementary 2nd-order allpass sections'

It is known that many transfer functions of interest can be expressed as a difference of

two allpass terms [11],[48]. If WD allpass sections are used to realize such a transfer

function, the resulting digital filter is called a WD lattice filter. The corresponding analog

filter has a symmetric lattice structure, and its canonic equivalent is shown in Fig' 2.12'

7. 1s¡=# i=3,4
Lì+ L

Bz -S¿-S¡472
Fig.2.12 Symmeu:ic lattice f,rlter a¡d its WD equivalent.



In many ways, WD lattice filters are tlìe most efficient WDF structures available - the

main d¡awback being increased sensitivity in the stopband due to the requirement that the two

allpass outputs be exactly in phase to create a transmission zero (see Fig.2.l2). However,

for most applications, acceptable stopband behaviour can be found via optimization of the

binary-f?action-valued coefficients.

A simple example, that has found a practical application [39], can be constructed from a

2nd-order allpass section, say ,S3, in Fig. 2.lla, and a lst-order allpass section, say

,Ía with ¡ as the coefficient, in Fig. 2.9a. The resulting lowpass filter can be Eansformed to

a bandpass filter by applying the simplest lowpass-to-bandpass mapping t-r --s -7-2 1331.

The resulting allpass sections are shown in Fig. 2.13. The bandpass transfer function is

given by 2T¡p(z) = 54(-22) - 53(-22) whose response on the unit circle is shown in Fig.

2.l41or the following set of coefficients:

cos9l= l- ffi cosê2= fu_ t cosAt=7-L

This filte¡ was designed to isolate a chosen harmonic voltage and cunent signals in a power

generating station. A phase compalison ofthe filtered signals is then used to control a tuning

reactor that provides a path to ground for the unwanted harmonic.

Fig.2.l3 Allpass sections for the example filter.

Since all the multipliers are close to one in magnitude, it is imperative that the no¡malized 2-

port adaptors are used to achieve acceptable dynamic range. Overflow oscillations are

eliminated using saturation arithmetic tl11,t131. That such a simple method can guarantee

suppression of overflow nonlinearities is one of the most irnportant features of WDFs.

Although a conservative scaling criterion, such as L-, could be used to eliminate overflow in

most digital filte¡s, it provides no guarantee that the filter can recover f¡om an internal,

20



randornly-inducad overflow that may occur during a pfolonged operation - which is an

important feature of the present application. Iu such cases, it is important to guafantee that no

overflow oscillations persist. Saturation a¡ithmetic has been shown to be sufficient in WDFS

for this purpose.
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Fig.2.l4 Stopband and passband responses of a bandpass filter.
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2,4 Belevitchrs Representation of Lossless Two-Port Networks

A lossless two-port network with port references R1 and R2 is shown in Fig.2.15a. A
natural way of characterizing such a two-port is to use normalized scattering variables

^. -V¡+ R;l¡. 
2,1 R¡

^ V¡ - R'J¡
It:=-' Z,lR¡

i = 1,2 (2.21)

which a¡e known as the incident a¡rd reflected power waves, respectively [1]. Power waves

are simply normalized voltage waves (see (2.4)), a¡d a¡e used here for convenience. One

can convert from one to the other by inserting an ideal transformer (a pair of inverse

multipliers n and, lln (see 2. 15)) where n2 = Rt/Rz. It is customary for power 'WD circuits
not to explicitly show the port references, as they may all be set to one, and any difference
between the resistive terminations is accounted for with an insertion of an appropriate ideal

transformer.

There are th¡ee useful groupings of the scattering variables:

l3;l=[3;l #]ti;l=.[1;l ' [íl]="ß;l ' [i;l="Hl (222a,b,c)

where S, T and H are 2x2 matrices referred to as the scattering, transfer and hybrid matrix,
respectively. For the ¡esistive tenninations shown in Fig. 2.15a, the entries of the S matrix -
called the scattering coefficients - can be obtained using (2.21) and Fig. 2.5:

s'r=tà# s,,=ffi h, = rr/F,fi sn = z^fp fi <z.zt>

where 21 and 22 are the input driving-point impedences at ports 1 and 2, respectively.
Srr (Szz) is called a reflectance (or a reflection coefficient), and it corresponds to the fraction
of maximum power available from source E1 (82) that is ¡eflected by the interconnecting
netwo¡k and dissipated in R¡ (R2). Szr (SrÐ is called a transmittance (or a transmission

coefficient) and it conesponds to the remaining fraction of maximum power available from
source E1 (82) that is transmitted by the lossless interconnecting network N and dissipated in
R2 (R1). Normally, we identify the trânsfer function with the transmittance, but WDFs have

the additional advantage of allowing the transfer function to be identified with the reflectance.

Since only one ci¡cuit is used, WDFs are by far the most efficient means of generating two
complementary transfer functions. In the analog domain, such an advantage is not readily
available due to the difficulty of extracting the ¡eflected signal. Note also that the

transmittances are proportional to voltage transfer functions,



LOSSLESS

N
V2 Rz

A2

t I RtVt

Bt=2Vt-Et

(b)

Fig. 2.15 (a) A lossiess two-port N inserted between resistive te¡minations and (b) its wave

digital equivalent.

A significant and practical simplification in the cha¡acterization of lossless two-port

networks was achieved by Belevitch who showed that the scattering coefficients can be

expressed using only three polynomials and a unimodular constant [1]. He proved that for
real, realizable and lossless two-port networks, matrices in (2.22) necessarily take on the

following forms:

s=+l /i o/. 1 r=![ o{- h] H= r [-os^*of*) ,z.z+u.a,"¡"-gl ¡ -ohr) ^-flotu I ) ' ^^--oh-l-Í s l

and the polynomialsJ g and ft satisfy the following necessary and sufficient conditions:

1. Polynomials f, g and h are real in some complex frequency variable, say y,
and the subscript asterisk denotes paraconjugation, i.e., for a ¡eal polynomial

fr(Ð = Í(V), which is also ¡eferred to as Hurwitz conjugation.

2. g(Vò is â (Fluwitz) polynomial with all its zeros strictly in the left-hand plane.
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3. ois either +1 or -1 for real two-ports. For reciprocal two-ports, ois specified

by the ratio f lf*, whereas for nonreciprocal two-ports it can take on either value.

4. The scattering matrix S for real lossless two-ports is paraunitary, i.e., S*S = I,
whe¡e matrix paraconjugation also includes transposition and I is the identity matrix.

Given the canonic form in (2.24), the paraunitary property is equivaient to

gg*=hhr+lî, (2.25)

which is the analytic continuation of the Feldkeller equation.

Due to tïe conformal nature of the mapping Vt=#, Belevitch's representation also holds

for the WD domain except that now paraconjugation tpr -) -Vr ë z + ,'t, and

f.(z r):=z-^f (z), h-(z't):=z-^l4z), g-(z-r):=z'^ gþ), where ræ =degg(z). (2.26)

Also, g(z) has all its zeros strictly inside the unit ci¡cle. For both domains, eq. (2.25) is

equivalent to

,=Wf .lËf for ry=¡q ëz=eiør where @= "(úr) (2.27)

which is known as the Feldkeller equation and which clearly displays the complementary
natu¡e of the scattering coefficients. We conclude that, except for spacial consequences of
the mapping, WD two-ports are formally equivalent to their analog counterparts. It follows
that the network problems of synthesis and transfer function approximation can be conducted

in either domain.

A WD circuit equivalent to the analog circuit in Fig. 2.15a is shown in Fig. 2,15b. In
practice, the circuit is d¡iven with a single source, i.e., E2= ¡2 = 0. We continue now with
further properties and definitions.

For a nonenergic multi-port inte¡connection of wires, ideal transformers, gyrators and

circulators, the scattering matrix is orthogonal [18], i.e.

SrS =I, andforvoltage*uues SrGS= G, $=ç-rng çra (2.28a,b,c)

where G is a diagonal matrix of port reference conductances (reciprocal resistances).

Clearly, the voltage wave scattering matrix S is orthogonal to within a diagonal similarity
t¡ansformation - usually referred to as scaling. The steady-state power absorbed by a

nonenergic multi-port is given by [18]



P =.¡r-A -B*B = A-(I-SrS)Ä o )a\

where A and B are column vectors of incident and reflected por.ver waves, respectively, and

B = S A. It follows îrom (2.28a) that P = 0 VA, hence the term lossless. If some of the

available ports ale tenninated in frequency-dependent one-ports, then S has entries that are

functions of the complex frequency variable and (2.29) becomes

P = Ä*(I-S*S)A (2.30)

where dimensions of A and S have been accordingly decreased. If nowP>0 (i.e. I-S*S
is positive semi-defìnite) for Re t¿> 0 and VA, then the partially terminated multi-port is

said to be passive. If, in addition, P = 0 (i.e. I - S *S is identically zero) for Re r¡ = g ¿¡¿

VA, then the multi-port is also said to be lossless. Thus, lossless networks are necessarily

passive. If all of the available ports, except for an input and ouçut port, are terminated in
lossless elements, such as capacitances, inductances, unit elements, etc, then the resulting 2-

port is paraunitary (strictly lossless) since S*S=I holds Vt¡, and it follows that

P = 0 V t¡, A. Some additional properties of lossless two-ports follow:

5. Both dre transmittanc e flg and the reflectance å/g are passive (bounded) functions

[1], i.e. S is realizable (Hurwitz) and

lål= t lål= r v=iq (z= eio,r) e31)

which follows ftom (2.27). Note that the values of scattering coeff,rcients are the same

in both the t¡ and zlomain (see Property 2 p. 12).

6. Zercs of / are called transmission zeros. For transmission zeros on the

v= jQ G = ¿ror) axis (unit circle), we have for both domains (f)_ = (å:)- rt follows

from (2.27) and the fact that all polynomials are real that

for @=0(z=1) or @=""(z=-1) (2.32)

For t¡ansmission zeros with Re r¡> 0 ( z | > 1), the passivity property implies that

t =lål' * þ=ei" + !=xt

lfl.' lþ1" (2.33a,b)



where (2.33b) follows from (2.25) withff- = O.

7. A function defined by

a rrra :=frn (,a)], =?ø-T,
will be referred to as the delay.

(2.34)

I¿m¡na 2.1: d(t¡r) evaluated at Vr = jø such that f (jø) = 0, is ¡eal, positive, and equal to the

return sroup delay derrned t2l bv r(Q),= r" 
{[r" [a<ø)]']l, =,r= 

t ld (Ð\ v = ¡ o.

P roof : From the given / (jQ) = f.(jþ) = 0, it follows from (2.25) that

s(iÐ eçiÐ = h(iþ) h(-iÐ. Differentiating (2.25) and substituting these results yields

d (iÐ = d,QÐ = d (-iø) = d-(iA); hence d (7@) is real.
For a function which is the quotient of two real polynomials the even pa¡t of the function,

when evaluated at Vt = jO, is the same as the real part of the value of the function at r¿ =

l@. It follows that d AÐ = 't (Ð.

F o þ =*+, we have o = 4. The driving-point impedance of a lossless two-

port terminated in a resistance R2 is given in terms of the open-circuit parameters by

At a ry = ¡ç transmission zero, 212ÇQ) = zuUþ) = 0 [2], and it follows from (2.34a) that

Z(jÐ = znÇÐ = j XúQ2), where the 2nd equality follows from the facr that 211 is a Foster

function. Differentiating (2.34a) and substituting ztzUQ) = zu(jÐ = 0 yields

Z'(iÐ = z'rrj|) > 0, where the inequality is a property of Foste¡ functions [2]. Substituting
dlese results in the expression for d yields the required d > 0.

.? -zú(R2+ 222)- zl2
'- Rr+ r-

In thewD domain, vr= # - dv= 
ffi, 

and it follows that

(2.34a)

= l, \. H, \ 1i:-, .,,r1* = lïa þ-r):= lrn 
(f1z.r¡)]'
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where differentiation is perfonned with respect to z -l. For transmission zeros located on the

unit circle (z = eiatt),I is more convenient to use

6(e-iarl=a-toî¿(s-iø)r)= rffi where Q= tanT Q36)

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that ô is also ¡eal, positive and, in an analogous way, equal to

the digital rerum group delay.

As will be shown in the following chapters, judicious application of the above properties,

together with Belevitch's representation, leads to a simplified synthesis algorithm which

relies on the charâcte¡ization of elementary sections using values of the reflectance and delay

evaluated at the location of the transmission zero,

Finally, the conformal mapping that relates the analog and WD domains and allows a

common usage of Belevitch's representation, strongly suggests that there is no real need in

changing the terminology when passing over to the z-domain. Indeed, Fettweis [11] has

chosen to retain most of the nomeclature from classical analog filters when referring to their

WD images. This choice is illuminating and pedagogically sound since, in practice' the

context is usually clear and allows for no misunderstanding. Unfortunately, in the

development of orthogonal digital filters, which have been shown to be equivalent to power

WDFs [18], mostly different terminology is being used t14l-t161,t191,t201,[25]. The main

reason given is that many of the resulting digital circuits have no known analog counterparts.

This is indeed the case but, as we have already rema¡ked, the important point is that such

analog counterpa¡ts do exist - although they may be of little practical use - thus establishing

the formal link between the analog and WD domains. Another reason given is that familiarity

with continuous-time filter synthesis techniques, particularly as âpplied to LC circuits, is

unnecessary [25]. However, the main goal of filter synthesis is to split up an overall

network characterization into a sequence of low-order sections. How these low-order

sections a¡e realized is a completely independent problem, and LC circuits do not have to

come into play. It is true that in the past LC circuits were directly mapped into the z-

domain, thus giving the mistaken impression that they were necessary. However, LC
circuits as prototypes are simply sufficient and not necessary, and were used originally
because they were readily available and could realize a majority of transfer functions of
interest.

To eliminate any confusion that may arise due to different terminologies, we provide a

conespondence list between the commonly used terms and the ones introduced for

orthogonal digital filters:
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(wo)-port digital (two)-Pair

incident (reflected) wave input (output) variable

s=t[ l,of.] r=lr rrnl- 8l f -oh*l lTzt 7.zz J

scattering (matrix) parameters transfer (matrix) parameters

reflectance input transfer function

Fansmittance cross Eansfer function

li:)=¡lzz: X ll¡:)=,[A:] t ir l=tå ',)[í;]='l i; l
scattering transfer matrix T chain matrix fI
passivity structural boundedness

passive (bounded) function bounded real (BR) function

parauniørity lossless bounded real (LBR)

reflection-free port 2 I22 - delay based

gg* = hh* +ff* 7+C*C=A,¡A , \+B+B=D*D , C*D=A*B

reciprocity: / = o/* Tn=T zt or AD - BC = 1

power WDFs orthogonal digital filters

The main practical difference between the two columns is in the economy of Belevitch's

representation. Also, in a recent publication [18], Fettweis has pointed out thât structural

boundedness, which is necessary for low sensitivity, corresponds to only external passivity.

Digital filters which are only externally passive, may not necessarily be amenable to the

simple suppression schemes that guarantee various aspects of stability under finite-arithmetic

conditions. On the other hand, computable digital circuits comprised of a sirnple

interconnection of passive (lossless) building blocks that emulate Ki¡chhoffs voltage and

curent laws are intemally passive. Such circuits a¡e necessarily WDFs.
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2,5 Reflection-Free ProPertY

Two interconnected subnetworks N1 and N2 that share one common polt ale Shown in

Fig.2.16. The port references at ân interconnecting port are set equal, i'e' Ri = Ri, so that

the corresponding analog port is a direct connection [1lj. However, there is still a choice of

what that value should be. As shown in Fig. 2.16, the interconnecting port creates a loop

which, in order to ensure computability, must not be delay-free, i.e., at least one delay must

interpose somewhere along the loop t321. Computability allows an ordered sequence of

computations to be written down for the filtering algorithm without creating infinite loops.

The original solution for this problem involved insening a WD equivalent of the UE (see Fig.

2.1) I101, However, it was later realized that a sifripler solution exists which assigns

R¡= Zi¡{=l) or R¡= Zt11y=1¡, where Z¡ (Z) is the input impedance looking into port I (7)

[49]. The reflectance looking into port i is given Otl=tn# (see 2.18), and becomes

? hu, ut least one factor of z-1,zero at tlr = 1. Since V= I maps to z'l = 0, it follows that;.

thereby satisfying the necessa¡y condition. The same procedure can be applied to port I
instead. The assignment R¡= Z¡(yr=l) is equivalent to setting J¡¡ = 0 in the constant

scattering matrix Sr that represents the multi-port Nt, and is ¡efened to as the reflection-free

property since, ifA¡ is the only nonzero input into the adaptor S1, then B¡ = Q'

----_-ñ;__---

t

Fig. 2.16 Direct interconnection of WD adaptors.

The reflection-free property is necessary but not sufficient tl11,1291. Thiscanbeseenby

examining a cascade connection of three multi-ports, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The loop created

by a direct interconnection of ports i and i (k and /) can be broken by setting

si; = 0 (s¡¿ = 0). However, a delay-free directed loop still exists via the off-diagonal terms

.rjÊ and stj. For some adaptors, setting Jjj = s¿¿ = 0 also forces sjt = J¿j = 0, and the

flowgraph remains computable [29]. One such adaptor will be derived in Chapter III.
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2.6 Two-port Network Decomposition using Belevitchrs Representation

A cascade connection of two lossless two-ports No and N¿ is shown ín Fig. 2.17 '

Transfer matrices of No and Nå are given by

lBl-Lloæ"* 1,' ll Au I I
l,ql- f"looho* go Jl nz. J L

--lAzol- '"1 Bro i

Btø1_tl oßø* h6 1l¿zl
tn )- fal_ oa_hø- gb )lar1 e37)

="lA:]

At a direct interconnecting p ortV2o = Vt , Izo = -1r¿ and Ro = Rø ; it follows from (2.4)

that A2o = Bru and B2o = Ar¿ which, together with (2.37), implies that the transfer matrix

for the combined network is given by

"r=r"rb=l[il: '; ] where (2.38)

6=oaab f =f"fu , g= gogb+ ooho*ltb , h=hogø+ o¿a*,ht (2.39a-d)

otfo*
8r

Pø'dt

old
8a

e=+ ' d=(-tnp)

Fig.2.17 (a) Cascade connection of No and N¿ and (b) its signal flowgraph representation.

Ra '^ V^ Vro '" R6
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The problem of network cascade synthesis amounts to factoring the Íansfe¡ matrix T into
a product ToT¿, with each factor corresponding to a ¡ealizable transfe¡ matrix as in (2.37).

Fettweis has shown that such a decomposition can always be found and, moreover, can be
performed minimally [3] -[4], i.e.,

deg g = ¿gg to + deç gb (2.40)

The solution is unique to within a pair of inverse ideal transformers or a pair of identical
gyrators inserted between No and N¡, as shown in Fig. 2.18.

Fig. 2.18 Two equivalent solutions for the decomposition problem.

An important p¡operty of two-port networks arranged in a cascade can be seen by
examining the signal flowgraph representation of the cascade connection as shown in Fig.
2.17b. At a t¡ansmission zeÍo tlf = V/4 of Nd, r,ve have ¿(V/d) = 0 which, togerher wirh the
assumption that A2 = 0, means that the only path from the input terminal ,41 to B 1 is through

the branch with the multiplier þ It foilows that for A1= ¿w, we have

fi<V'> 
=!V'l =þ<V">. For a reciprocal two-port N¿ we also have/¿*(%) = 0, and borh

tra¡smittances that couple to N¿, are zero, thus leavilrg N¿ completely decoupled from No. In
this case, we can show that we also have d(ry,) = d"(W). This we state in the form of a

Lemmø.
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Lemnta 2.2: The values of the ¡eflectance and delay functions of a lossless two-port

network evaluated at a transmission ze¡o of the frst member of a cascade are equal to the

conesponding values of that member, i.e.

6ry'¡,=þvò =fur, =t p,(V.) where f'(tl¡o) =0 (2.4r)

and

açry;'= {v; - l*> = ¡*l -ß*, =: d a(w) where fo*Qv) = f"(w) -- o' (2'42)

Starting from the definition of reflectance and substituting (2.39c'd) for g and lrProof:
yields

. (2.43)

From ga*ga = lto*ha + fo*fo and the given f o(y o) = 0, we have

Substituting this result into (2.43) yields the desired (2.41)'

V= Va'

Starting from the definition of delay from (2.34) and again substituting (2.39c'd) for g

and å yields

n.-Bt -6-hogt+ oogo*ho -n lso* "ryhu. At B gogt+ ooho*h6 g^leu* offt u

a:--1,fr1=l\r1," 
\

, (d*oþ + d6 i*o* d6="'-;o$rt i"ç-0,

^,,=*.W

8a* - ha* ^.E- s. "'

(2.44)

(2.4s)

As before, wehave{=þbut also d*o = (d*oþ, where the latter follows from the fact that'haëa
d*o as defined in (2.45) is the delay of No at port 2 and, due to reciprocity, has the same

properties as do . By Lemma 2.1 , d*s= (d*o)* = (d*o)* . Making appropriate substitutions

in (2.44) results in (2.42).

In the above, we have used the fact that(S-(,Ðl=-(g'(V¿f which, in the z-domain,

becomes (S-(r-l)l 2=(z'^g/)l = mzg*(z-t) - tzlg'12'r))., where n¡ = deg I and similarly

for the å polynomial. Lemma 2.2 holds for both the t¡ and z-domains. Note that (2'42)

t,-8; h;
".'- Sr-E or,=*-h



holds if and only if the Frst member of a cascade is a reciprocal section. The significance of

I¿nvna 2.2 will become apparent in Chapter III where it is shown that all lst and 2nd-o¡der

elementary sections can be characterized using only the set of values Wo, po, do) in the

r¡-domain andl"" , P" , 6"\ in the z-domain'

From (2.38) rfle have T¿ = f;l T lilhich yields

,, -goh-haT ^. -8a* 
g-ha'lt

"u- oofJ;* ' óD- 
Íofor

where we have used the general fact that

"'=#l .årr Å.1

(2.46a,b)

(2.47)

which is obtained from the definition of the transfer matix (2.24b) and the Feldkeller

equation (2.25). The cascade decomposition problem essentially reduces to the operation of

forcing the factor f¿fo* to appear in both numerators of the expressions in (2.46). More

formally: given (øf g, lt), find loo,fo, go, fto) such that (2.39a,b) holds, ft¡ and g¡ givert

by Q.aQ are polynomials, g¿ is realizable (Hurwitz), and deg h6 < deg g¿. Fettweis has

demonstrated that a canonic solution alwâys exists [3]-[4]. Moreover, he has shown that

forcing the facto r fofo* fo appear in the numerator of (2.46b), implies that the same factor

appears in the numerator of (2.46a) and vice versa, i.e., ft6 is a polynomial if and only if g¿

is a polynomial. However, the problem of forcing these factors can be formulated in many

different wriys: e.g., Fettweis [3],[4] derives a set of simultaneous equations with the

coefficients ofg6 and fto as unknowns. However, sensitivity problems arise due to the

coefficient-form representarion of the polynomials. other methods [16],[20] rely on finding

the zeros of both numerators - an operation that requires an efficient and reliable zero-finding

routine - once an appropriate section N4 has been selected. In Chapter IV, we propose a

method that ci¡cumvents these basic operations.
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III. CI{ARACTERIZATION OF ELEMENTARY SECTIONS

In this chapter, we derive the minimal characterizations of all 1st- and 2nd-order

elementary sections for both the analog and WD domains. By minimal cha¡acterization we

mean the specification of the coefficients of/ g and ft using a minimal (canonic) set of
parâmeters. The minimal set for all cases includes the location ofthe transmission zero that

the section realizes, value of the reflectance at the transmission zero, and, for reciprocal

sections, value of the delay at the transmission zero, It is sho',vn that all elementary reciprocal

WD sections can be ¡ealized with an appropriately temrinated matched 4-port adaptor.

Equivalent sections, comprised of only 2-port adaptors and delays, are derived using a
network equivalence that allows the hybrid matrix H to be treated like a transfe¡ matrix.

Using this approach, the problem of finding structures for WD elementa¡y sections reduces

to a building-up process which starts from the most elementary zeroth-order section (2-port

adaptor) and a delay (see Fig. 2.3). A lst-order solution follows easily and is then used in
deriving the 2nd-order solution. A second set of solutions is obtained from the factorization

of the scattering matrix S. It is shown that these solutions cannot be made reflection-free

without giving up crucial degrees of freedom.

3.1 Derivation of the Matched 4-Port Adaptor [29].

Consider the 4-port network shown in Fig. 3.1 which, with appropriate terminations, can

realize all the 1st and 2nd-order reciprocal element -y sections. It is therefore of interest to

find the conesponding WD 4-port adaptor - a problem that has ¡eceived some attention [5i],
t521,Í291. Here, we derive a simplified version of this adaptor using a process of shifting
parameters into the adjoining ports without compromising (except in one case) the known

capabilities of this 4-port structure.

Fig. 3.1 A 4-port topology used in deriving the matched 4-port adaptor.

A WD adaptor is a signal flowgraph - with signal leads grouped into ports - that ¡ealizes
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the matrix equation B = SA for some multi-port network using adders and multipliers' A

simple example is the 2-port adaptor derived in section 2.2. ln genetal, the number of

independent pafametefs that characterize an adaptor equals the number ofports minus one,

plus the number of ideal transfomer tums-mtios (gyration ratios) within the network. There

are four independent parameters for the network in Fig. 3.1.

The reflection-free pfope¡ty, described in Section 2.5, can often be used as a means of

deriving simpler WD adaptors. The idea is to reduce the number of independent parameters

by shifting them out of the structure and into the adjoining ports via 2-port adaptors' If the

parameters a¡e chosen to be the port reflectances, then the process of shifting is equivalent to

making those ports ¡eflection-free. This can be accomplished in a simple fashion by making

proper choices for the the port references. In Section 2.5, it was shown that the diagonal

elements of the scattering matrix that describes an adaptor are equal to the reflectances at

those ports. For the 4-port in Fig. 3.1, we can select three independent reflectances as

parameters:

G¡_ Y¡
s¡¡= Gì+ Yi

i = 1,2,3 (3.1)

. (3.2a,b,c)

where f¡ is the input conductance looking into port i with the remaining ports temrinated in

their port reference conductances. The fourth reflectance is dependent because, in general,

for a nonsingular matrix S which is also lossless' E s¡¡ = 5t¡¡1 of the eigenvalues (which are

either tl ), which is equal to zero for the 4-port in Fig . 3.1 l29l' For the 4-port we have

,, GzGt+ (1 - n)2G2Ga+ G3Ga,r=@ u^ -GtGt+ n2GtC¿,+ GtG¿
' tz- 

G1+G3+(-n)2G¿

,, GtGz + n2GtG¿ + (1 - n)2GzG¿,3=@

The set {s11 , s22, s33, n} forms an independent set of parameters that characterizes the 4-

port network. Adaptor structutes based on 4 independent parameters plus a dependent

multiplier have been derived elsewhere t291,t5!,t521. Here, we select G1 = ft <+ stt = 0

in (3.1). The term Gt in (3.2b and c) is then replaced with (3.2a). Next, we set Gz-- Yz

ë s22= 0 in (3.1). From (3.2b), we solve îor G2=f (G3, Ga, n) and substitute the result

in (3.2c). Finally, we set G3 = Y3 ë 83 = 0 and solve for Ga = f @) from (3'2c). The

resulting port references are given by:

G1 ct=*
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\rhere r¡ is the only independent parameter that remains. The port references in general must

be positive which is ensured in (3.3) by 0 < n < l.
The 4-port scattering matrix, with port references from (3'3), can be derived by

foilowing the network analysis procedure developed by Martens and Meerkötter [50]' They

have shown that the constant scattering maEix of a lossless multi-port network can be

partitioned according to link and twig ports, i.e.,

tá,1_l 2NrK- I
[a,J-[ 2K

2Nr(I- ro¡t) 
'lIo,l

I_2KNr )ro,t
(3.4)

(3.5a,b)where y¡ = NTY¡ \=Ket

N is a matrix of turns-ratios of an ideal-transformer multi-port network that reduces to the

non-unit part of the fundamental cut-set matrix for a network consisting of "wire"

interconnections only. K relates twig voltages to link voltage sources when all the ports are

terminated in resistances with port reference values. A resistively terminated 4-port circuit

for solving (3.5) \'/ith ports (1 and 2) and (3 and 4) chosen as link and twig ports

respectively, is shown inFig.3.2.

Fig. 3.2 A resistively terminated 4-port ci¡cuit used for solving (3.5) with ports (1 and 2)

and (3 and 4) as link and twig ports, respectively.

The solutions of (3.5) using the ci¡cuit in Fig. 3.2 ate given by

[íi1=[,:, I ]t;;l=*'[T1] , ,li1l=[,], -:)líl='"f,:l (36a,b)

It turns out that 2X = (¡¡rÌ1. Sustituting (3.6) into (3.4) yields

+

v3
l-nqvln



b1

bz
b3

ba

ll3 3

l=l :^ -:

n
n-l

"l*l
l frat1llo,
o ll ø
0 lL oo

0
0

(3.7)

As expected, the diagonal elements are all zero and, consequently, each port is individually

reflection-free. However, in order to ensure computability, only ports 1 and 2 or ports 3 and

4 can simultaneously be treated as reflection-free, the reason being that only in these cases are

the corresponding off-diagonal elements equal to zero - a necessary constraint which was

described in Section 2.5. Since choosing a port reference to make the reflectance equal to

zero is also called "matching", the adaptor corresponding to 54 is called the matched 4-port

adaptor [29]. A signal flowgraph of the matched 4-port adaptor is shown in Fig. 3.3'

Fig. 3.3 (a) Symbolic designation and (b) signal-flow diagram of the matched 4-port adaptor.

By applying a diagonal similarity transformation (scaling), structures equivalent to Fig.

3.3 can be derived that consist of only 2-port adaptors. Let S¿ = P-l S¿ P where

V=þ,ltø,#,t*ø) . ïheresutting4-portadaptoralongwithitsscaueringmatrixis

shown in Fig. 3.4a. Note that each nonzero block in the scattering matrix conesponds to the

scattering matrix of a 2-port adaptor (see (2.13)). The 4-port scattering matrix 54 can be

made orthogonal by choosing P =F , {U ,# , *1. The resulting 4-port adaptor

along with its scattering matrix is shown in Fig. 3.4b.

(a)

I M4('Ð 3

4

3t



GtG1 6,1+'/ ç,1+'{-a^ 1-nl n '1-',ln
cos U ={n

sin 0 =1/ I - n

.l 0 0 -,tl I+frt
0 0 l-,tn ,tn

-tn l+In 0 0
l-'ln 'ln 0 0

ttr=l
00
00

-,tl ,tl -n
'{1-n 'ln

4n {T-n
'fi-n '{n

00
00

Fig. 3.4 (a) 2-port adaptor and (b) normalized 2-port adaptor (orthogonal) versions of the

matched 4-port adaptor in Fig. 3.3.

Of the three flowgraphs, the matched 4-port adaptor requires the fewest number of
a¡ithmetic operations; i.e.,4 additions and 2 multiplications as opposed to 6 and 2 in Fig.

3.4a, and 4 and I in Fig. 3.4b. Another equivalent circuit that is of interest can be derived by

rewriting the normalized 2-port adaptor scattering matrix equation as

(3.8)

whe¡e %= 0-+

The decomposition in (3.8) corresponds to one of many network equivalences that exist

between normalized 2-port adaptors. Some of these a¡e shown in Fig. 3.5.

;îJ llî ;ltäl
lh,1 | -+os g sin 0 llarl | -sin 0
I 'l=l ll l=l

luz) | sin o .or o liotJ L -cos o

| -cos 0s sin 06 
'l¡ 

o -1 ìt dr ì

L sin go .o, eo.][ I oJ[a2l



lG=:ft""E=;LlH=

Fig. 3.5 NormalizeÅ 2-port adaptor equivalences.

Applying equivalences f and e from Fig 3.5 to Fig. 3.4b ¡esults in an equivalent flowgraph

shown in Fig. 3.6.

(a)

o o -{T-n 4n
0 0 41 ,t1-n

-'tI-n 4n o o

4n 't]-n 0 0

cos 0 ="'tñ 5i¡ B = {J- ¡

Fig. 3.6 A flowgraph equivalent to Fig. 3.4b.

The point of deriving the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.6 is that when the normalized 2-port

adaptors are converted to 2-po¡t adaptors viaFig.2.7a, the resulting multiplier is given by

y= 
"ot(O 

- ntz)= sin g = t'l1, in contrast to Fig. 3.4a where 7= cos 0 = {n . When the

multipliers are quantized to binary fractions, it is usually the case that one or the other is a

better approximation; e.g., 0 = tr/6 where Tcould be either ll2 or'{T/2, The difference,

'I
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however, becomes insignificant when a sufficient number of bits are used for the multipliers.
Two of the most important 3-port adaptors are the parallel and series adaptors [11], as

shown in Fig. 3.7a and b, respectively.

o------o-i+ TI

lrË
*#t*

lr . alt__l*

(a) vl v3 <>

v3 +>

lloj
lv-s¡=l y

lv

',=l

I l-y
1-y

H H+ +v2 - +

(b) vr

r-v v v 11-v v v-rl
-1 1 ol

o-------------

Fig. 3.7 (a) 3-port parallel and (b) series adaptors with port 3 reflection-free.

As their names imply, these adaptors allow a parallel and series interconnection of three ports

in the wave domain. By terminating port 2 in the analog domain with an inductance or a
capacitance, all 1st-order ¡eciprocal sections can be obtained; if the terminâting one-port is a
¡esonant circuit from Fig.2.ll, two types of 2nd-order reciprocal sections can be obtained.
The corresponding WD elementary sections a¡e obtained by terminâting port 2 in the 3-port
adaptor with ttre corresponding allpass section from Fig,2.9 and2.ll.

The 4-port network in Fig. 3.1 can be transformed to a 3-port network by terminating
one of the ports with an open or short-circuit. For example, by open- or short-circuiting port
4, we have in the wave domain bt = aq and bt = -¿4, respectively, and (3.7) reduces to

l¿''ì lr-n n n l¡aq lbr'l ln-l -n , flol
lb2l=lt-n n n-llla2l , lbzl=ln-l -n n-llla2l (3.9a,b)
L¿r.l lt -t o.lla¡l L¡r.l Ll -1 oJL¿¡l

A comparison of (3.9a,b) with the matrices in Fig. 3.7a and b shows that the matched 4-port
adaptor can be made equivalent to within scaling to the 3-port parallel and series adaptors,

respectively. It follows that the 4-port adaptor can also be used to realize 1st and 2nd-order
elementary sections.
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3.2 lst- and 2¡rd-order Elementary Reciprocal Sections

ln the previous section, it was shown that an appropriately terminated 4-poÍ adaptor can

be used to ¡ealize all l sro¡der and two types of 2nd-order reciprocal sections. If ports 2 and

4 in Fig. 3.1 are terminated in an inductance and a capacitance (or vice versa), respectively,

then an additional type of 2nd-order reciprocal section, called the Brune section, can b€

obtained. All the above sections can be derived systematically by letting

az = Szbz and øa -- S4b4 (3.10)

where ,f2 and .!4 are elementa¡y allpass sections and ports I and 3 a¡e the input and output

ports, respectively. Fig. 3.4b can be redrawni with ports 2 and 4 terminated according to
(3.10), as shown in Fig. 3.8. In the course of deriving Fig. 3.4b, a pair of inverse

multipliers (-{n , -1l{r¡ )has been introduced at port 3 which, in addition to normalizing the

port reference, has also negated the voltage reference (see Fig. 3.2) at port 3. In Fig. 3.8,

this voltage reference has been changed back to that in Fig. 3.2 by inserting a pair of minus

signs at port 3 and using an equivalence from Fig. 3.5. In effect, ports 1 and 2 for both

normalized 2-port adaptors have been interchanged.

Fig. 3.8 A redrawing of Fig. 2.4b with ports 2 and 4 terminated in allpass sections.

Fig. 3.8 illusuates that a particular two-port characterization factors in a natural way, i.e.,

[årl- I I t cosd']f sa o I 1 I I
IarJ-ffi[.o., I jL o r/szJ5¡n6l*ore

- 1 [ SrSo -cos20 (cos 9) (1 -SzS¿)- 
S^in20 L (cos 9) (S2Sa - 1) I -,S2S4cos2g

--cos 0

1
(3.1 1)

]l;11= " i;;J

We recognize the grouping of wave variables in (3.1 1) as that corresponding to the hybrid

representation (see eq. (2.22c)). Regrouping the wave va¡iables according to (2.22a) and

øs0=r[n sin0=t/i-¿
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(2.22b) yields the scattering and transfer matrices:

[år I - 1 |- ,94 sin2g (cos 9) (1 - S2Sa)

[¿, 'J 

: 
I - s¡0.*æ | 1.os 9l (1 - szs¿) .r2 sin2g

l;ll='l|:l er,ù

(3.13a,b)

(3.r4)

(3.15)

-r[å,1= r I cos20- szs+ s¿ sin20 ll:,1=rt:rl . (3.12b)
LatJ (cos g)(1 -szs¿) L J2sin2g 1-.!2.S4cos20 l[arJ Lo3r

It can be easily verified that the representations in (3.12) conespond to a lossless two-port'

i.e., S*S = I where, for an allpass section ,S¡, we have ,S¡* = 175.' It follows from

Belevitch's representation (see (2.24)) that, for the representations in (3.12), the reflectance

a¡d uansmittance are given by

- h S¿ sin2g ¡ - 
(cos 0) (l - SzS¿)

r'I 
I _ SzS¿ cos2g I I _ S2Sa cos2g

At a transmission zero we have from (3.13) that

,S2Sa = 1 9=S¿

and , - L- &l' - [Arg S¿]' + [Arg Sz]' cos29
"-1"'nJ 

-sin20

O _2cos20 - _2n unO
sin2g | - n
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6 =cos20 -.n (3.16)
sin2á I - n

where we have used the fact that atttt=iQ ez--eiú,l52l=l54l= 1.

We a¡e now in position to derive all lst-order reciprocal sections. As we have seen in the

previous section, we can choose S¿ = t1 to ¡ealize all 1st-order reciprocal sections ' This

choice is consistent with (3.14) since, for these cases, P = tl (see Property 6 eq. (2'32)).

The possible locations of transmission zeros are V=0 <sz = I or ì/= æ ç'z=-l' At these

locations, a lst-order allpass section,s2 selected from Fig. 2.9 has the value ,S2 = +1 - a

value which can be made consistent with SzS¿ = 1. Howeve¡, for WD circuits, it is

important to have the option, if possible, of making po¡t 3 reflection-free. For this choice,

the rules for terminating a matched 4-port adaptor to ensure computability require that ports 1

and 2 be terminated in reflection-free one-ports, i.e., we must choose 52 = lz-1' This choice

is not resFictive because, in addition to the location of the transmission zero, only one degree

of freedom is required to fix the location of the zero of g. This degree of freedom is

provided by (3.15), i.e.,

52 = I2-1 and ^la = +l +



where ô was defined in (2.36) and has the same properties as d in the analog domain.

Since the choice 52 = *2'r corresponds to À1 = ft2 (see Fig. 2.9), the reactive element value

in the analog domain is equal to the reference at port 2, i.e., from (3.3) and (3.16) we have

that
Gz= n =dG1 l-n 2

(3.17)

The canonic polynomials f, S arrd å a¡e obtained from (3.13). The four different cases

corresponding to 52 = *2-l and 54 = P = !1, in both the analog and WD domains, are

given in Tables 3.1-3.4.

By Lemma 2.1, d is real and positive. It is obvious from Tables 3.1-3.4 that for g to

be real and Hurwitz, it is necessa¡y and sufficient thatd be real and positive. In addition to

specifying the canonic polynomials, we also provide in Tables 3.1-3.4 two ideal transformer

values n 1 and n2 which, when combined with the main two-port, induce the reflection-free

property at ports 1 and 2, respectively. In general, these can be obtained for both domains

using

and from (2.14b)

(3.18a,b)

(3.1e)

In deriving the above, we have used eqs. (2.14a), (2.39cd), and the fact that a reflectance at

a reflection-free port is zero at V = I e; z-t = 0 .

For the WD domain, the primitive polynomials in Tables 3.1-3.4 are obtained by

substituting tt/ = Q - z-t)l(|+ z-l) h the analog domain polynomials. The term primitive is

used to designate polynomials whose coefficients are simple functions (usually linear) of the

minimal cha¡acte¡ization. The port 2 reflection-free polynomials are obtained from the

primitive ones by absorbing a normalized 2-port adaptor with the parameter cos ?2. Note that

port 2 refened to in Tables 3.3-3.6 is the output port, which is port 3 in the matched 4-port

adaptor. As will be discussed in Chapter IV, a section defined by the primitive polynomials

is extracted first, followed by an extraction of the chosen normalized 2-port adaptor (ideal

transformer). This is done to make the synthesis more flexible, and for numerical reasons.

As remarked earlier, the choice ^la = 11 also allows the realization of two types of 2nd-

order reciprocal sections that have port 2 terminated in one of the allpass sections from Fig.

2.11, i.e.,

cos.T, = -lr cos ^¿=!:- at t{=1 or z-1 =0

,,=r*(r) i=1,2

! z't?'t - cos útbl ) . t(r -v)(ú-v)
"'= (t*uò(t*rtr)

Sz=
I - z -lcos abÏ
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Tlre transmission zeros are located 
^t 

ttt = jh ?) z = eiahT where øo = tan (thT/2. As before,

,!2 must be chosen reflection-free but, again, no degfees of freedom a¡e lost. From (3.20)

a¡d (3.15) we have

d= 4n and
(1-¿Xl + d)

Y-¡ø
sa [40)={r--1=¿i" =)

{¿+ i6
R1

so þi'+r) =l, T!^eiú =,¡o
elqt - Y4

i4\ß2 - |
s2þ6)="'"*t =r-¡" +

i#+1ñl

sr(ei,;r¡ = -r ! Teiú = r-iogtø.t *þ

From (3.15) we have

-à2n
^ = -------------l4-- I + cos abT (1 -n)

(3.2t)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

In order to satisfy S2.9a = L at ttt = jh ë 7 = ¿ir'hT, it is necessary to associate the upper sign

in (3.20) with Sa = -1 and the lower sign with S¿ = 1. The resulting two 2nd-o¡der

reciprocal sections in both domains are given in Tables 3.5-3.6.

From Property 6 eq. (2.32), the reflectance of a general 2nd-order reciprocal section

evaluated ata\tt= j@¡.<-> z= eir'xT Eansmission zero is unimodular. It follows from (3.14)

that

54= ¿ia and 52= ¿-iø at ry -- jfo<+ z = ejhr where fo = tan ohTl2 (3.22)

Choosing Fig. 2.9a and b for ,!a and 52, respectively, yields

H=-^*g
r -R¿:å ,O=+
^ 'R1

_,'"(tå r)

""(ry)
4z=-Ú
R1 ø

tRz
+ 

"=Ã=-
"",(@, )

*,(@, 
)

. 11 + cos29 )sin a - lr + cos20 ) sin ø,1 - !--------------- ^^.t à - l---------------

- 6 sin20 - (sin a¡I) sin29

ln order to ensure the necessary condition d > 0 <+ ô> 0, it is necessary that d < 0 in (3.25).
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In general, however, -ft<a< z. To allow the possibility of 0<ø<2, we simply

interchange the input and output ports by permuting the rows and columns in (3.12a)' At a

Eansmission zero' we still have SzS¿ = 1 which now implies

p=Sz=¿ia=s-ia where d, i= -d, - d,' <O

and (3.23)-(3.25) hold with ø replaced with ø .

Another solution for the case 0 < ø < z is obtained by interchanging the types of

terminations for Sa and ,S2, i.e., we choose Figs. 2.9b and a for ,Sa and ,S2, respectively' In

this case we have

(3.26)

,obù=jÊ-t =,,
iftff+ t

å u=ü'R¡fr

go ¡ri*r7 = -1 ! T:"i^r 
= "¡o =' etøor + y4

srç67=b&-!=,-i" =) #= ^*,îffi*'ø

r-ff.",("y) (3'27)

y,=;*=_;æ

szGio,"r¡=l ,Y'i'r =r-lo :å
eJ@'t -þ

r-fr ,i"(tllr)
T'1=;F=,1"W

(3.28)

(3.30a)

(3.30b)

The first solution is mo¡e convenient since it does not require a change in the

terminations. The canonic polynomials obtained from (3.13) for both domains are given in

Table 3.7. According to the rules of terminating a matched 4-port adaptor, the WD circuit in

Table 3.7 is uncomputable due to the delay-free loop created by the four 2-port adaptors.

Computability, however, can be achieved by giving up one degree of freedom by setting

either

^lq=O + a= -a\T and 2=-3s5 ¿n7

or k= 0 = a= ÚhT + tt and Y4 = cos rrbT

Choosing (3.30a) or (3.30b) allows port 1 or port 3 to be reflection-free, respectively. The

latter choice leads to the following set of canonic polynomials:

/ =(cos 0)(22-2(cos oXT)z+ I) g =zz - (cos a¡T)(1 + cosz?)z acos20 
13.31)

h = (sin20 )z (-z cos a¡? + 1) + h* = (sin2g )k - cos ahÐ
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A 2nd-o¡der reciprocal WD section conesponding to (3.31) and ¡ealized using the WD
ci¡cuit in Table 3.7 (with Þ = 0) has two important properties: 1) it retains losslessness with
quantized multipliers, i.e., it's structu¡ally lossless; 2) a single multiplier /4 controls the

location ofthe transmission zero. However, with one degree of freedom less, the zeros ofg
cânnot be chosen freely. Their location is given by an intersection of two circles which are

defined i¡ the following way: let z = u + jv

8(z)=0 =+ (,-*#rf +v2=lan2ohT and v24e2=çs52Q (3'32)

A graphical representation of (3.32) is shown in Fig. 3.9.

z plane

O - ra¡smission zero

EJ - pole

Choosing the constraint in (3.30a) results in the same situation except the roles of l¡ and

Ir+ in (3.31) are interchanged. Although the constraint in either case appears quite limiting, a

design example is given in Chapter 5 where such sections a¡e indeed used. Other examples
can be found in [29],[58]. In practice, however, a nonlinea¡ optimization of the canonic
polynomials must be performed to determine if a filter, with each 2nd-order reciprocal section

consrained according to (3.30), can still satisfy the given specifications.

Fig. 3.9 Graphical representation of (3.32).
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Table 3.1 lst-order reciprocal section 1^A

o=1 p(-)=1
f=d' d>0
g =rY+d

-_ d
h =V tr- ¿*2

Port 2 Reflection-Free Primitive Polynomials

o=l
| ={1(z't + t)

g=nz-l+l
h=l-n

o= 1

f =26(z-1 + 1)

c =þõ - t)zt +26 + l
h=1-z'r

cos 1 =---1-
26- 1

-1cos ?2 =-
26+1

52 = -2-r

S¿ =1

P(-1) = 1

u =4,, o

cos d =y'Ji =

Table 3.2 lst-order reciprocal section 1B

o =r p("") = -l
f=d' d>o
g =V+d

-_ d
h = -V r'- d+2

"r=^1ffi
n2=+'[f,

Port 2 Reflection-Free Primitive Polvnomials

o=l
Í ='{l(r'1+1)
8=nz'r+l
h=n-l

o=l
f =26(r'1 + t)

s =þõ- r)zt +26 + t

h=z'r-l

32 = 2-1

S¿ =-l
P(r) = -1

o =4'o _1
cos Ï =-------L

2õ- 1

I
cos y2=-

2E+l
cos 0 ='/¿ =
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Table 3.3 lst-order reciprocal section lC

o=-7 p(o) = t
f =dv
s=dttt+1 d'o
å=ll ,=h

nt=

t1
n1=-:- ,tn

Port 2 Reflection-Free P¡imitive Polvnomials

o =-l
f =,t n (z-r - 1)

8=nz-r-l
h=n-l

o=-l
f =26(1- z],)

g =(t -z$zt +26 + t

h=z'r+l

6=4 > 0 cosT¡=-1z 26-1
-lcos þ =-

26+1

52 = 2-l

S¿ =1

P(1) = I
cos 0 =17 =

Table 3.4 1st-order reciprocal section lD

o =-l
Í =dttl

c=dttt+1
h =-l

P(0) = -l
d>0

,=h
^=^f#l

nz= i'[ n

Port 2 Reflection-Free Primitive Polynomials

o=-l
Í =,tl (21 - t)
8=nz'r-1
h=l-n

o=-l
f =2õ(1- z-t)

e =b -za)f +26 + t

¡=-(z-r +1)

_t
cos /1 =--L

26-|
1

cos 12 =-
26+l

52 = -2'r
S¿ =-l
p (1) =-1

u =t.' o

cos 0 =ln =



Table 3.5 2nd-order reciprocal section 2A

o=l
Í =ú+0"2

., 1 ,2 n2g =rY"+f;Yr+Qo dg+ffi..'o =ãv d0 +ñ+a

pUQò =r nt=
d>0 +1

^tn

Po¡t 2 Reflection-Free Primitive Polynomials

o=l
f =,{ n Qa - /E¿-t a l)
g=nz2-tp(I+n)z-r+l)

h=Qt-l)(tp¿'t-1¡

o=1
f =6Q2-2ez-t+1)

g = (6 - l)22 -26tp z'r + l+õ

h=1-22

z-t (z-r _ q) I-dc" cosn=---l-' ô-1
-1cos b =-'- l+t

5=--L, >0

52 = 
- '-, ,Y' I = cos úbT =-w-1-1 t*t
S¿=1 r .

p(eriiør¡ = 1 "o' 
t =t =! #

Table 3.6 2nd-order reciprocal section 2B

o =l
^ PQQ) =A

¡ =uP+øí d >o
s =,t'2+jv+QÎ d(t+S
o =-1, '= d0*ñ*4

,r=nm
nz=X'[ n

Port 2 Reflection -Free P¡imitive Polvnomials

o=l
f ={n Q2-zqz-t+l)

E=nz2-q(l+nþ-t+l)
h=(r -n)(çz-r-l)

o=1

f =6Q2-z(pz-t+l)
g=(õ-\ze-2692't +1+6

h=22-l

cos h =-:j-

cos2 =J
1+r

sr=t't 
(9, -:^) q = cos at'= I - ful

w-t-l t *h'
S¿=1 r -

p@iør¡=-1 æs'=t =! #
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Table 3.7 2nd-order reciprocal @rune) section.

n="oë L= n-l c= ^n'z nþ.wt þ.(n - l)

o=1

f =ßnÐQ?+Qh

t =ryz +]V+ ú
¡=çcns7)ty2+ ffi-h'"otl

= cos ? (rl/ + doco$xv - øt^ss

P(iQ')=ei" , d>0
- sin c¿

-l <cos7=- < I
dQo

al 3

0

Jt
'l{il

l¿ t]il F
_9_

Primitive Polynomials

/=ð(sin 1(z-z-{cos o¡it) z-t +1) o = I

g = (ð- \ za - 26(cos co{) z-r + 6+ |

, z2stn(a- øíl)-2(sn a) z-r +sn(a+ rfi
,t=ff

p(ei,"r) =eid 6 =TTL"o"aî > 0 -1 < cosT =--$ s- . aiI
Qo =w-ï

^ _,'"(tï04)"-;("#l cos 0=
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3.3 lst- and 2n<I-order Elementary Nonreciprocal Sections

A natural questiorl a¡ises with respect to the WD circuit in Fig' 3.8 as to what can be

achieved when the two nonnalized 2-port adaptors are made independent of each other. The

resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 A generalization ofFig. 3.8.

As for the reciprocal case, the grouping of wave va¡iables in Fig. 3.10 corresponds to the

hybrid representation:

lD,l- 1l I --cose1'l¡ sa 0ll I I -cos02lfc1l
Lnrl=ffi1_"orr, r ]L o 1/szJffil*ose, r .lLar1

, I S2S4 + cosglcosgz - (,t2,!¿cos O, *."re,)'l ¡o,l -., lo,l 
t''"'

= 
tr ,*-", l-(srso"ore, + cosg2) 1 + s2sacosolcose, .l[43]- 

^'L',1

Regrouping the wave va¡iables according to (2.22a) and (2.22b) yields the scattering and

transfer matrices:

I Sa sin01sin92 - (Szs¿cosgz * 
"o.0,)l

få11-L szs¿coser +cosez .szsinersingz lt;l]=rl;;] ß34a)lh) 1 + S2S4cos01cos62

f -(SrSo + cosg¡cos92) ,!¿ sindrsin0e Ir---lt:ll= lnl=,lel (3 34b)

It can be easily verified that the representations in (3.34) conespond to a lossless two-

port, i.e., S*S = I where, for an allpass section S¡, we have S¡- = l/S'. It follows fron
Belevitch's representation (see (2.24)) that, for the representations in (3'34), the reflectance

and hausnlittance ale given by
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,r.=å= '!¿ sin0tsinOzr'I 
1+ S2Sa cosglcos02

At a transmission zero the following holds:

cos0"
J2J4 =- -

cos91

@=r+! -cosez' r-l cosgr

/ = SzS¿cos0r + cos0z (3.35a,b)I I + Sz,S¿ cosgtcosâ2

:Ð p= s¿ 
sinor

sin92
(3.36)

(3.37)

It follows from Property 6 eq. (2.33) that the reflectance of a lst-order nonreciprocal section

isrealandlpl+ l when evaluated at ary=-¡ <-+ z-r =-9 Eansmission zero. In the analog

domain, there are four possible circuits that can realize a section with/= t4+ r. However, all

four circuits are equivalent to within a gyrator [4], i.e., after absorbing an appropriate ideal

transformer, they differ at most by the value of o. In the wD domain, this value can be

easily changed by absorbing a two-port defin 9d by b2= at aûd br = --42, which corresponds

to the simplest case of a gyrator with a gyration mtio of n = 1 (see Fig. 2.8). It follows that

a single prototype is sufficient. (Note: in the analog domain, it may be of interest to have

available two types of lst-order nonreciprocal sections because reciprocâl sections change to

their duals when being commuted with a gyrator - a feature which may not be desirable.)

One such prototype that is consistent with (3.36) can be obtained by letting S¿ = 1 and

52= -2-r, where 52 is again chosen to satisfy the termination rules of the matched 4-port

adaptor. (Note that by allowing the two non-zero off-diagonal blocks in îa in nig. 3.6 to be

independent, the matching conditions at each port afe still satished.) The above choices yield

and p = 
sin0r

sin02

from which we can solve for 0¡ and 02. Since only two degrees of freedom are available,

we may arbitrarily choose cos9l > 0 and sin02 > 0. The canonic polynomials for the lst-

order nonreciprocal section are obtâined from (3.35), and are given for both domains in

Table 3.8. Note that the solution is unconsEained. Two important special cases of this

section are also given in Table 3.8. These conespond to an ideal transformer cascaded with a

QUARL (see Fig. 2.3).

The/polynomial for the general 2nd-order case is given by

Í = v? -zr (cos fu)r/+ 12 e+ f = z-z -zk (cos a4T )z-r + k2 (3.38a)

l-r2+ j 2r sin fo
where

52

7+12+2rcosQo
(3.38b)



For this case, the reflectance is a general complex number, i.e', p (reia") = p (kei"hr) = þej".
As in the reciprocal case, we choose Figs. 2.9a and b for 54 and 52, respectively. A solution

obtained from (3.36) and (3.38) is given by

R¿ -,.¡a.
sa(rci0"\=4: 

'"" 
= þsiøsin 

oz 
=)Iff+ reia" sin 91

s¿ kei,qr) =' - ,4't* = B¿jø 
sin oz

ket6t - T¿ sin 01

,oi\o - E-L

S2Çeia,)= 
- 

l' = -1"-¡øtan 
0t -

relùo 4!ÍL þ tan 0z

s2(kei,+r¡- -l 
+ yzkeiohI' 

= -1.-¡o¡an 
0t

keJ(qt + yz B tan 02

E¿ = -- (-sin Oo t ^/ "i'Pø 
* t^rf a)l<t tan ø'

. R¿ (3'39a)

'Rr._t 
^_ uA¿

Rr

ä = af; ("" þo Ð'l'i"'z oo . t^'r 
")

" Rz (3'39b)

:J 
" =t-R't.x

, cos gr 2rcos 6-44 Rt

where =-=-=---=. = *r 8z (3.39c)
cos 01 2rcosfo*ffi.ä

cos 01 =

B2cos9r*t
cos 0z

92cos0z*1
cos dr

wlrere Ry'R2 = 12 and the signs in (3.39a,b) are chosen such that the resistance ratios are

positive. Substituting (3.39) into (3.35) yields the canonic polynomials with coefficients as

functiorls of tlre minimal parameter set {r, Qo, þ, al in the analog domain and l*, oor, Þ, al
in the WD domain. These a¡e given in Table 3.9 along with realizability conditions which

ensure that g is Hurwitz and the overall two-port is real. Note that these constraints are

obtained with relative ease once the canonic forms off, g and å in Table 3.9 are given.

As in the 2nd-order reciprocal case, the WD ci¡cuit in Fig. 3.10 is not computable unless

either Sz or S¿ is made reflection-free. This can only be accornplished by giving up one

degree of freedom. Lettirtg 12 = 0 <+ .fz = -z-1 satisfies the te¡mination ¡estriction and,

togetlrer with (3.39b), implies thar a= a¡oT. Substituting this constraint into (3.39) yields:

U- "z
1(l

Rt-R¿ 2kcosa¡T, cos92 =-k2, cos't=n f@,,oqë Y4 = Rt + R4= r . k, cosgl 'y ,,ro, _, "'-"'
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The lilD circuit corresponding to this solution is shown iu Table 3.9. However, unlike the

reciprocal case, the four ports of the analog circuit do not all conespond to the WD circuit

ports. The equivalence merely holds for the two-port characterization given by (3.34).

The zeros of I are constrained in the sanre way as for the reciprocal case (see Fig. 3.9)

except that now the transmission zeros can move off the unit ci¡cle and cos29 is replaced with

-cosol cos 02.

Table 3.8 1st- order norueciprocal section lE

o =- |

Í =v+r
r (o2 + l')

I =!t+_ï
o"- l

, 2rP'

P2-l

t<-,> =o

r?0 c+ p2 >.

Port 2 Reflection-Free Primitive Polvnomials

o=-l
¡ = (cos 0¡ )zl +cos 02

g =(cos01 )(cos62)zl+1
l¿ =(sinOr)(siltØ)

o =-l
f =(p2-l)(z-r + ç¡
g =@2+g¡z-t+l+pzg
h =p(I+ç)(z-t+l)

e=#
!evt =o

€) P2 r.l

,ore, =1f -):l cose2 =(Pcosol
\ I - (P'P'

sin 0¡ =psin Q ,ne, =1[9"
cosp =-li!1-e) løl¿ r

L + p'(p

Special case: cos 91 = g Special case: cos 02 = g

o=1 l=sin 0--cos02

g=1 lt =-+os 0 =sin 9z

o=| Í = z-lsin 0 = z lcos 0t

B=1 h =-cos I =si¡ âr
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Table 3.9 2nd-order nonreciprocal analog section

q + Ht =!i'c9s 
(!e) 

(p2 + 2B cos a + I )
1- þ'

n =co¿! ¡1 = Gt+Ht
't _ 2r (l + cos 7) cos @"

I = (sin f ) çy2 - 2r (cos Qo) tlt + rz )

" 2r(cosQo)0 +P2)... 
"g =t|tL+ " - v+rz

1- þ'
r, = lcos 7¡( r¿2 + 

t' 
#P * -,)

o =l p(reiQ.) = þia

cos @. 
>q 0 <+ p'St

2ß stn a
-1 < cos 7 =*--:- <l

(1 - P') tan 4"

-_l-cosl , _ G¡+H1\' - GnHj " -/r(1 +cosÐ

C--o

llF'
q

Constrained (a= o4T ) WD solution

Al

A.

J

E

1
1

I
YÀ

+

A,

Primitive polynomials and realizability conditions

f =(sn7)Q2-2k(cosa[t)z't +k2) o =I

, =o'- E z2 -2k (cos a¡¡ r-r *1 - þ2t2
" 1-þ2 t-p'
r, = 1 cos 7{4il{ $!!4, z4t+kz), t +!#Lt!ú)

pQ<e-jotr)=peid ¿à1 <+ þ'r. l

ß(t - t2) s¡ a
-l<cos''= ', ,' <1' *i-þ2)sinanr

. 2k cos axtr'14= 
^1+kz

cos 0z - _nz cosgl =
cos 91



3.4 Derivation of a General Unconstrained 2nd-order Section

The constraints given by (3.30), which ensure computability for 2nd-order reciprocal and

nonreciprocal sections, may not always be imposed without violating the filter specifications.

It is therefore necessâry to have available unconstrained sections. In this Section, we derive

a computable, unconsEained WD section which can realize all lst- and 2nd-order reciprocal

and nonreciprocal sections. There are many solutions possible [1a],[15],[17],[30] due to the

nonuniqueness of factoring an orthogonal scattering matrix into a product of basic Givens

rotations, which are essentially equivalent to normalized 2-port adaptors. The resulting WD

ci¡cuits a¡e comprised of only normalized 2-port adaptors and delays. However, the number

of these adaptors for the reciprocal case is usually greater than the number of degrees of

freedom, with the extra adaptors being dependent on the minimal set. It is in the nature of

this dependence that the many equivalent circuits can be distinquished - a dependence of a

linea¡ nature being the most desifable. One such solution involves the matched 4-port

adaptor where ports 2 and 4, instead of being decoupled as in Fig. 3'10, now form a

coupling network, as shown in Fig. 3.11.

A3

,,ll N" .ll
b3

b1 Al

Fig. 3.1 1 An altemative termination of the matched 4-port adaptor'

In order to show that there indeed exists a lossless two-port N" such that the ci¡cuit in

Fig. 3.11 realizes a general 2nd-order section, we first rewrite the scattering mafix equation

i¡ (2.24a) in the following way:

The transfer matrix corresponding to Sz is obtained using (2.1lb) and it tu¡ns out to be equâl

to the hybrid matrix H of the original two-port, i.e.

$,.llil= lls,. Í ltî ålt:;l
= r,r,[ä]

T^=LI o2y2r ttz l= r [-"q- d l=u-" lzl ozhzr gz ) -oh-¡ -¡ I J

li:)=rl i
=sIo']

L42J

(3.42)
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whefe cz= -o , fz= -oh* , hz= of*

Eqs. (3.42)-(3.44) describe a network equivalence which
Fig. 3.12.

, g2= g Q.44)

is illustrated for both domains in

'a;
\,, :)

N1

L I1Nz2

Fig.3.L2 A network equivalence that allows the problem of factoring the hybrid matrix H to
be equivalent to factoring dre transfer matrix ofa related two-port network.

The 3-port analog circulators in Fig. 3.12 are defined by bz= at,bz= az,h= a¡ The
transfer matrix that conesponds to 51 is a unity, i.e., it characterizes a direct connection of
two ports, as shown by N1 in Fig.3.l2. The above equivaience was used in generating the

va¡ious normalized 2-port adaptor equivalences in Fig. 3.5.

Although the network equivalence in Fig. 3.12 is of limited use in the analog domain, it
has great practical utility in the WD domain. From the point of view of network synthesis,
the main feature of the above equivalence is the fact thatÍz = -oh*, i.e., the transmission
zeros of N2 (zeros of/2) are the zeros of -oh*. At the outset, however, one can always

induce a desired factor in -oft* by absorbing an appropriate normalized 2-port adaptor (ideal

transformer). For the 2nd-order cases in Tables 3.7 and 3.9, the primitive å polynomials,

and consequently -oå* as well, have two ¡eal factors; and for the port 2 reflection-free case,

oneof the factors becomes V-l ë z-1. These facto¡s now become the transmission zeros

of N2, and it follows that N2 can be realized as a cascade connection of two lst-order
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nonreciprocal sections, with the se¡tion re alinng ry - 1 <+ z-l being a special case (see Table

3.8) of section lE. Therefo¡e, the problem of deriving WD circuits fo¡ 2nd-order sections

reduces to deriving WD circuits for 1st-order nonreciprocal sections - a problem whose

solution is known.

The procedure ofequating T2 = H can also be applied in generating WD ci¡cuits for lst-

order sections in Tables 3.1-3.4 and 3.8. These are now built-up from a zeroth-o¡der section

(2-port adaptor) and the simplest lst-order section shown in Fig. 2.3. In general, the

problem of generating higher-order canonic sections reduces, via the network equivalence in

Fig. 3.12, to a lower order problem. In fact, enti¡e filters can be designed by using the

following iteration: induce a ¡eflection-free factor (r¡- 1ç+ z-1) in å*; apply Fig' 3 '12;

extract a special case of the 1st-order nonreciprocal section; repeat t15l't171. The resulting

structures, however, do not have a cascade topology'

For the general 2nd-order section with a reflection-f¡ee port 2, we have

fz= -oh* = ¿2-r(2-1+ pr). e cascade two-port network with a corresponding / polynomial

is shown in Fig. 3.13.

Tz=H

Fig. 3.13 A matched 4-port adaptor that realizes the required fz= -oh* = ç7-r(2 -r + tp).

Nore that the circuit in Fig. 3.13 is a matched 4-port adaptor with a coupling nework N" (see

Fig. 3.11) that realizes both l st-order factors of/2. The Eansfer matrix T2 is given by

I ,-t o I l{'-r+'o'01cosft) sin91sin92 l
r,=r,.l##t- e.44)
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where the transfer matrices for the lst-o¡der nonreciprocal sections a¡e obtained from Table

3.8 and T6, from (2.14a). The setof canonic polynomials is obtained fromT2 = H, i'e''

¡ =-(cos}¡)z-2+@tb) "-r+"osø o=l
g = -(cos06)(co so3)z-2 +9!-Ð- r-r a 1 o =(t -.oteJ(r + cosQ) cos (g1 - e2) G.45)

å = -(singoXsin fu)(z-tcos}2+ cosgl) ¡ = (t + cosg6)(t - cosq) cos (e1 + e2)

By Lemma 2.2, the refTectance value p0 of the lst section in Fig. 3.13 can be obtained

by evaluating the overall ,efle"tance þ =$ ut ,t 
" 

transmission zero of the lst section,

which is located at z-1 = 0. The canonic polynomiaf set {ø.f, g, l¡}, with port 2 leflection-

free, can be obtained by combining the primitive set (o0,/0, 3s, åe) from Table 3'7 or 3'9

with a normalized 2-port adaptor obtained from (3.18b)' i.e',

o=l , f =sin^Ítfo , g=gs-cospoås* h = ho - cos'hogo+ ß.46a)

where 
"o.12 

= ff10¡
Substituting (3.46) into the overall reflecta¡ce at z-1 = 0 yields

oo=fu0>=flor=*offi*o=#b

From the special case (cos Ø = 0) in Table 3'8 we have

cos 9e = -ps

Comparing/from (3.45) with the forms given in (3.38) yields

(3.46b)

(3.4'1)

(3.48)

cos e3 = -¿2cos 0o = kzpo and cos ê3 = -cos 9s = ps (3 '49a'b)

for the nonreciprocal and reciprocal cases, respectively. Finally, the middle section in Fig'

3.13 is characteri zed by p1- sin 9t and g1 = 
cos Ø where /2(-q¡) = h.(-9ù = 0. To

sin 0z cos 91

obtain p1, consider the circuit in Fig. 3.14, which was obtained from Fig. 3.13 by letting

z-t = -et and using the decoupling property of lossless two-ports when evaluated at their

transmission zeros. It follows from Fig. 3.14 and the transfer matrix of the normalized 2-

port adaptor from (2.14a) that
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*-,pù - po
ñ, = 

--þ!-rt 
-0,(t - PoLu-'P'¡)

where fu-ru #Í#Ð (3.50)

The result in (3.50) holds for both reciprocal and nonreciprocal cases'

Fig. 3.14 Circuit derived fromFig.3.13 by letting z-r =-Qr.

f = -(cosos)z-2 +@tb) i + cosg- o= l
g =-(cosos)(co sot)za +@ !b) ¡ a 1 c=(r -.o.eJ(t + cosej)cos(aq - 02)

l¡ = -(sin0oXsin ot)(z-tcos0z+ cosgl) ¿ = (t + 
"o.90)(t - 

cosq)cos (9r + ee)

Fig. 3.15 WD ci¡cuit of a general 2nd-order section with port 2 reflection-free. For a

reciprocal realization set 0g = n - 02.
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Given the primitive polynomials from Table 3.7 and 3.9, the circuit in Fig. 3.13 is now

fully specified. We have red¡awn it in Fig. 3.15 with the input and output ports in standard

locations. By applying Fig. 3.6 to Fig. 3.15, an equivalent circuit is derived, as shown in

Fig. 3.16. This ci¡cuit has appeared elsewhere in an unnormalized form and without the

solutions for the multipliers of the 2-port adaptors in terms of the known input palameters

t11, p.3071. The conlusions reached in Section 3.1 regarding the equivalence between Fig.

3.4b and 3.6 apply here as well.

Fig 3.16 A WD circuit equivalent to Fig. 3.15'

The solutions for Q in terms of the minimal characterization for the three different cases

(two reciprocal and one nonreciprocai) of a 2nd-order section are given in Table 3.10. These

were obtained from eqs. (3.46)-(3.50) and the primitive polynomials in Tables 3.7 and3.9-

The section designated by 2C realizes a pair of inverse ¡eal zeros and is therefore equivalent

to a cascâde of two lst-order nonreciprocal (lE) sections. The corresponding situation in the

analog domain is shown in Table 3.11, where the 2nd-order section is referred to as the C-

section [2]. In the wD domain, a realization of the c-section using the circuit in Fig. 3.15 is

preferable to the cascade of two lE sections because, for the latter, quantization of the four

multipliers to binary fractions cannot always be achieved such that 9= 
cos ø = 

cos 
? is' 

cos 01 cos 04

satisfied exactly, and the resulting cascade becomes nonreciprocal. Reciprocity, however,

can be approached with grcater ease using the circuit in Fig. 3.15.

The circuit in Fig. 3.15 is truly general in a sense that, for appropriately chosen 9i, it can

be made equivalent to all the WD circuits in Tables 3.1-3.9. The required 0¡ are given in

Table 3.12. The fact that one circuit realizes all is of interest from the VLSI implementation

point of view.
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Table 3.10 Solutions for three types of a 2nd-order section.

(The sign of cos 61 is set equal to -sgn (01¿)).

sectlon 2C 2D tE

f (q"-L t)(-t-,à 7-t- \cnsroJ)rr+ 1 z4- 2k(cosco{)z-r+ k2

p ÁØ:=p p(elox\ =¿¡" p(tce-iøt) = P"i"

ó qlh, dt' e_jøxrl\n fi'

QrN
,t= *

2a cos l¡
- ----;" - "os 

7
I+Q"

20 
""s ^r---_j-: - COS 1'r

1+to2

<os?- cos(ø- a )

2k cos(a¡Iþos2cos7---
cosd + cos? cos(aòT ) 2k cos(a¡T þos1

cos.lz ---

cos ?
pÍ -,P2)6
(p'- t)q

sin ø
ósinqT

cos Þ
p(r - e,)(¿* r)

ezpz - 7

þ(t -t<2) snla - ú\íft

(r - t2p2) 
'ina¡r

th
-ð tan ?

þ*ila,,þ
(r - B') 

'in 
r

h - *2þ2) 
"¡^ 

n

Pt
sin 1z

sin 7

_tan ?2

tan 7
_ran 7Z

tân 7

cos U0

sin 0s -po ^[ 
1 -70 -po ^[t4o -Po ^11:70

cos 91

sin 91
Ppn Ø. p¡sn A2 plsin 92

cos 02

sin 92
rplcos 0¡ rppos 01 (/tcos 0t

cos 03

sin 03
Po , "lT-Êo Po , ^tr-Ã ttpo , ^lT-to4o
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Table 3.11 2nd-order reciprocal C-section

c-
lll '
¡o

¡ =- (sin ÐQP - rz) o =7

^ 2r(l+ o2]¡
g = yz +7!-)l---!Jy + rz

L-p'
=(v+ vò(v+ vt)

¡ =1cosl})(ú-3*-r'>

, - 2Vo ^ 1-cos7
" -r{1 +cos7) c = 2w

7+o l-P,o=r1j ,r=r , +o , =-"o$

c*
llF'l--

< cos| = #. | *Ø =e , r ìo <+ p2g r Ø=+#ï

r.1

R1

-=>

¡ =- (sin ?)(22-(q+1/ç)z't +l)

, =19-tq ze-zz-t *uq - P'q
'lt-pr) t-p"

!rv>=o ld¡r o
-1 < cosT --P(l--91 

6 
<

(p'- l) a

^2d
0+qY

p2¿ 1

I

¡ = (cos ]) ((l + l/6) z2 - (ç + lltp) z-r + I - Ilô)

Table 3.12 Values of 0¡ that reduce Fig. 3.15 to those in Tables 3.1-3.9.

1A IB 1C 1D 2^ 2\l 2D
= ohT +n 1E

ZE
a=øT

S) n-0 n-0 tt- 0 n-0 n-0 n-0 n-0 01 01

0t n 0 ît 0 n 0 cthT
;¿kcosah!orffi

e2 0 0 n c'hT - (thT 0 1l

e3 0 e 0 0 e 0 e e2 e2
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3.5 Analysis of Fig. 3.15 with Quantized Multipliers

As discussed in Section 2.2, two independent quantizations of ø = cos 0 and P = sin I
are required for each normalized 2-port adaptor to ensure realizability. Since ø2 + þ2 = t

cannot þ9 satisfied with binary fractions, it follows that losslessness cannot þ achieved for

quantized normalized 2-port adaptors. Consequently, IVD circuits comprised of them can

only be made passive, which means that nominally reciprocal sections no longer have

transmission zeros on the unit circle, l-osslessness, however, is important because it leads to

lower sensitivity of the filter response to pafameter variátions. It is well known that at a

frequency for which the filter is exactly lossless, the derivative (1st-order sensitivity) of the

response with respect to any pârameter must be zero because the filter transfer function

(scattering parameter) is passive and, therefore, it must decrease in amplitude as any of the

patameters - including the frequency variable - change from the value at which exact

losslessness was achieved I111,t431. This argument doe.s not hold for strictly passive

transfer functions.

Fig. 3.17 Voltage wave equivalent circuit of Fig. 3'15
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The amount by which the transmission zeros move off the unit circle depends on the

number of sources of pâssivity that the sections realizing those Eansmission zeros possess.

In Fig. 3.15 we have four sources of passivity. This number can be reduced substantially by

converting each normalized 2-port adaptor to its voltage wave equivalent by using Fig. 2.7a,

followed by shifting the resulting pairs of inverse multipliers out of the structure. Applying

this process to Fig. 3.15 yields, for the reciprocal case, a wD circuit shown in Fig. 3.17.

Note that not all inverse pairs of multipliers can be shifted out of the structure. The pairs

associated with gs = n - 0t and 93 cancel each other out, which is one of the reasons for

choosing the structure in Fig. 3.15. The pairs associated with 01 and 0z can be grouped

together at one location, as shown in Fig. 3. 17. This pair is given by
(3.s 1)

cot!cot!=x\tffi . f(T=v}1t--:nf _ *'U 
ç+yt)(1 +p=z'

and, in general, must be quantized independently' For convenience, we have assumed the

same exponent; for both multipliers. In practice, the sign of 1 is chosen such that the

magnitude of the multipliers in (3.51) is as close to one as possible. This is accomplished by

correctly labeling port I (by placing the heavy bar on the coresponding side) of the

corresponding 2-port adaptor in Fig. 3. 17.

The extra quantization must be performed in a passive way so that the overall section

remains passive and, consequently, the suppression schemes for nonlinear oscillations can be

applied. The passivity condition for the pair of quantized multipliers can be derived by

examining the circuit in Fig. 3.18.

I,'
,=zlg,=+

=fi , ""tr^t=t

" _Rz- Rz 
- tçn,- k+Rz- 2l"'

Fig. 3.18 Passive quantization of a pair of multinliers f and fr'
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The pair of inverse multipliers in Fig. 3.18 corresponds to a voltage wave ideal

transformer, which is k¡own to be lossless. For a passive realization we must have R¡ > 0,

which implies that

lf1 .l <+ lkml<2b (3.s2)

Expression (3.52) is ttre required condition. Note that if R3 in Fig. 3.18 corresponds to an

open- or a short-circuit, then l71 = 1 <+ lkml= 2u, which can only be satisfied

nontrivially if k = +1 and m = *2b, or vice versa. This is the only case for which the

section in Fig. 3.17 remains ideally lossless.

The/polynomial corresponding to Fig. 3.17 with the quantizations from (3.51) is given

by

Clearly, the transmission zeros have moved off the unit circle. The movement is minimized

if the integer & o¡ n¡ with the lower absolute value is obtained first, and the other is chosen

such that the product krn is as close to 2à as possible without violatin g (3.52).

For the quantized power wave structure in Fig. 3.15, the constant term for the monic/
polynomial is given by

ro=b&* Bilb?* B?\G?* Bî) (3.s4)

To ensure passivity, each factor in (3.54) must be less than one, thereby making the shift

away from the unit circle much greater than in (3.53). In Section V, a design example is

presented with both types of adaptors which clearly illustrates the relative advantage of using

voltage wave over power wave adaptors.
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3,6 Quasi-Lattice Termination of the Matched 4-Port Adaptor

In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we examined the possibility of realizing elementary sections

using the matched 4-port adaptor with ports 2 and 4 terminated in allpass sections. In this

section, we investigate an alte¡native termination possibility; namely, ports 3 and 4 are

terminated in allpass sections, i.e.,

as = Stbs and a¿ = Sqb¿ (3.s5)

The resulting strúctures for both domains, obtained from Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.4b and the port

references from (3.3), are shown in Fig. 3.19.

cos 0 =,[n sin 0=ilt-¿

Fig. 3.19 Matched 4-port adaptor with ports 3 and 4 terminated in allpass sections.

Again, the \VD circuit in Fig. 3.19 illustrates that a particular two-port characterization factors

st=# so=r*1r-nxr]!-....]@

in a natural way, i.e.,

n:)=l 
-Æ F I tT,il I E T ltxr

=l n^f3 + (1 - n)sa -filt_õ(s3 - s+) 
l¡ar1= s Ior]

| -{r4r - n¡ (s3 - sa) nsa + (l - n)s3 )La2J La2)

. (3.56)

The grouping of wave variables in (3.56) corresponds to the scattering matrix representation

(see eq. (2.22a)). The corresponding transfer matrix obtained from (2.1 lb) is given by



f''] = 
rr, -¡I ^, 

J¿,'l n),s, 
-ns' - :i- "^llfr)='ln]' ß s7)

It can be easily verified that eqs. (3.56), (3.57) correspond to a lossless two-port, i.e.,

s*s = I where, for an allpass section,s¡, we have sp = 1/s'. It follows from Belevitch's

representation (see (2.2A)) that the conesponding reflectance a¡d tansmittance are given by

p,=t=n.Í:+(1-n)s¿ Ê=-{fG-õ(s¡-S¿) (3'5sa,b)

At a transmission zero, we have from (3.57) that

S¡ = ,1¿ =) P=S¡=S¿

and o =l"l]' = -n [Ars s¡]'- (1 - n) [Are s¿]'

'-l -'hS¿=l and S¡=- 

-
l-132-r
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(3.5e)

(3.60)

where we have used the fact thataLt ttt= iQ +)z=eitor 
' l53l = l54l= 1.

The main feature of the WD circuit in Fig. 3.19 is that it is structurally lossless, i.e., once

all the normalized 2-port adaptors have been converted to voltage wave adaptors, the number

of remaining multipliers that need to be quantized is minimal and, consequently' a one-to-one

mapping to a lossless analog circuit always exists. On the other hand, the WD circuit in Fig.

3.19 can only be made reflection-free, say at port 2, if both s¡ and s4 contain delays in series

(factors of z-l). Thisis because the setof all directed paths from a2tob2 inciudes both

âllpass sections - in contrast to the paths between ¿3 and å3 in Fig. 3.8. Consequently' 1st-

order sections, where either S¡ or S¿ has degree one, cannot be made reflection-free in a

computable fashion, i.e., it is possible to induce the reflection-free property numerically

through cancellations, but the resulting circuit still lacks ttre required delay in series for every

directed path b€tween a2 ànd b2. For sections of degree 2 and higher, irnposing the

reflection-free property would mean inducing a factor of z-l in both the f and h

polynomials (see (3.58)), which compromises the ability of choosing desired transmission

zeros and is therefore unacceptable. We conclude that the circuit in Fig. 3.19 cannot

simultaneously satisfy the requirements of the reflection-free property and an independent

selection of transmission zeros.

Forgoing the reflection-free property, the WD ci¡cuit in Fig. 3.19 can realize all 1st-order

reciprocal sections by letting S¿ =11 and selecting 53 from Figs' 3'9a and b' For example'

letting

(3.61a)



results in the following scattering coefficients obtained from (3.58):

¡_{lT -n) (t + n) e-t -t) 
^o 

¡_z-t(n-'h(l- n)) +.1 - n-"hn (3.61b)
8 l-Ìi.z-t -'- I l-Vz-t

The degree of freedom provided by ¡ is required for fixing the location of the pole (zero of

g). It would appeaf that the degfee of freedom provided by n could be used to induce a

reflection-free port 2 by simply letting
(3'62)

art,=r? = f={y(z-r-1) , C=l-'ßz-1 , h=l-15 , hr=(1 -þz-rr+73

Comparing (3.62) to port 2 reflection-free polynomials in Table 3.3, it is clear that for

^ß= õ lhe two circuits are equivalent, as shown in Fig. 3.20. However, the WD ci¡cuit
1+ô

in Fig.3.20a has a structu¡al reflection-free port, i.e., every path from a3 to b3 must pass

through a delay; whereas the ci¡cuit in Fig. 3.20b creates a factor of z-l in l¡* numerically,

not structurally; Consequently, the former circuit is preferable.

"o"o=tl -ô-V ô+t b=* coso=

Fig.3.20 (a) r#D circuit from Table 3.3 and (b) its equivalent.

By making the remaining selections for ,S3 and 54, circuits that are equivalent to those in

Tables 3.1, 3,2 and 3.4 can be derived. If 53 is chosen to be a 2nd-degree allpass section

from Fig. 2.11, equivalent circuits for Tables 3.5 and 3.6 can be de¡ived. In all cases,

however, the conclusions made with regards to Fig. 3.20 hold.

ó

26+ I
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Another type of 2nd-order section that can be realized with the structure in Fig. 3.19 is

obøined by letting

sz= T3-z-t ë $=v-v3 sa=1-1-y¿- - so=-Jl# (3.63)
| - 1jz-r -' V+ W | - Yaz-r V+ V¿

which are allpass sections obtained from Figs. 2.9a and b, respectively. Substituting (3.63)

into (3.58) lelds the following canonic polynomials:

(3.64)

¡=(2n-De? -!!ryV-VsVc)

To ensure stable realization, the conditions r¡3 > 0 and V¿ > 0 must hold, which means that

a section described by (3.6a) realizes a pair of transmission zeros on the real axis (see the/
polynomial in (3.6a)), i.e., a c-section from Table 3.11. An equivalence can be established

between (3.64) and the primitive polynomials in Table 3.11 by setting

,h=,#* h=#h , *o='H* h=lh (3'65a)

v
cos 0= ln = cos áand (3.65b)

The solution given by (3.65) can be derived independently by solving (3.59) and (3.60). It

follows that, as an alternative to the \YD circuit in Fig. 3.15, section 2C without a reflection-

free port can also be realized using the circuit shown in Table. 3.13. Note that the canonic

polynomials for this case are the primitive polynomials from Table 3'11.

For n = ll2, the scattering matrix in (3.56) reduces to

(3.66)

which characterizes a symmetric lattice filter [11], which was shown in Fig. 2'12. It is
common practice to set rr = 1/2 when an entire filte¡ is realized using the structure in Fig.

2,12. However, when the structure in Fig. 3.19 is used to realize a particular section, or a

group of sections, which is part of a chain connection, the degree of freedom associated with

n is fixed by the particular filter being implemented and, in general, is not equal to l/2. For

example, the tums-ratio for the 2nd-order section in Table 3.13 is not a free palameter. Itis
for this reason that we refer to the structure in Fig. 3.19 as quasi-lattice.

s=1[S¡+Sa Sa-53 I" 2[S¿-5353+.Sal
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Table 3.13 Quasi-lattice realization of non reflection-free seÆtion 2C

1-o l+ow=rTú *o=r1j

*rr2{1 n="o*]
P'_ T L

,'=# c^= o:,)w

^-_q+pt3-l+pA
. a-p
'" l-pto

"or7=2!--Ø 
cos g=/n =cosj' (P2- t)'P

si¡B=irl-¿

A1 d2

a

J
1

cÊI

t

ftl lt
'fq

i E

0

b b

As mentioned in Section 2.3, in addition to sÍuctural losslessness, Vy'D lattice filters are

in many ways the most efficient WD structures available [11]. They can realize odd-order

Butterworth, Chebychev and Cauer (elliptic) responses t2l,[5] with only as many 2-port

adaptors as the degree of the filter. They can also be used to realize a chain of elementary

sections more efficiently. For example, consider a chain connection of two elementary

sections shown in Fig 3.21a. By applying basic netwo¡k equivalences [53]' the circuit in

Fig. 3.21a can be converted to its equivalent shown in Fig' 3.21b. A match can be

established between Fig. 3.21b and Fig. 3.19 if the former circuit is cascaded with an ideal

transformer with the tums-ratio given by

7l

<+ cos 0 =2m- | (3.67)



^_Cz-n(l-nEtcz+ ( - nYct
c3= ctcz - c¿=cz+7-nfct

Ç2+ Q - nYCt

Fig.3.21 (a) A cascade of two elementary sections and (b) an equivalent circuit that

corresponds to the quâsi-lattice structure in Fig' 3.19.

It follows that in the WD domain, a chain connection of non-reflection-free sections 2D

and 18 and a 2-port adaptor defined by (3.67), can be replaced with a WD circuit in Fig.

3.19 with 53 and Sa from Figs. 2.11a and 2.9a, respectively. The resulting structure, as

shown in Fig.3.22, requires one fewer 2-port adaptor than the cascade realization and is

structurally lossless. However, to ensure computability, it must be terminated on both sides

by sections with reflection-free ports.

Fig.3.22 Quasi-lattice WD ci¡cuit of a 3rd-order section.

?zal

cos 0 =r[ m
0

Ji
t{ll* {Tl* lln r,ll ET

x
-l

0

b2I
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IV. SYNTHESIS ALGORMHM

In this Chapter, we present a synthesis algorithm that, given a set ofcanonic polynomials

V, S, hl with f given in factored form with a chosen order, provides sets of values

(V¡, p¡, d¡lin the t¡-domain o, (r¡, p,, ð¡) in tne z-domain, with each set characterizing an

elementary section whose chain connection realizes the given lf, S, nl' Having obtained

these characterizations, it is then possible to derive the realization circuits. This step,

however, is completely independent of the cascade decomposition process.

Two cases a¡e eiamined: 1) alt the transmission zeros are distinct and 2) at least two

zeros share the same location. It is shown that the multiple-zero subset requires a slightly

different characterization - referred to as the sample cha¡acterization - from the distinct zeros.

Finally, several methods of extracting the last constant section (an ideal transformer +) 2-

port adaptor) are presented.

4.1 Cascade Synthesis of Losstess Two-Ports with Distinct Transnrission
Zeros

The class of filters with distinct transmission zeros includes transfer functions with

optimum selectivity. Included in this class are Cauer (elliptic) responses which are known to

have the optimum selectivity, and are therefore of great interest.

We are given three polynomials / g, and ft that satisfy gg* = hh+ + ff* and the other

Properties 1-7 from Section 2.4. For the distinct transmission zero case, the number of
transmission zeros always equals m = deg g, with one transmission zero possibly at

infinity. The complex üansnrission zeros are grouped with their complex conjugates, which

must always exist since/ is real, to form real factors. The polynomial/ is given in factored

form

(4.1)

and the order of the L ¡eal factors specifies the desired sequence of transmission zeros in the

final realization. Common factors between g and å are allowed as long as m = deg g is

determined with the common factors included.

The first two steps of the algorithm convert the input polynomials into a set of numbers

which, in effect, forms a different but equivalent characterization of the lossless two-port

network. The algorithm is presented for the r¡- and z-domains in tandem because the

differences that do exist are minor.

Step 1. Forthesetof transmission zeros {V¡:f¡(W)=O) er{rl1 :f¡(z¡r) = 0)compute

the ¡eflectance values

L

¡=lIr,
i= I
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p¡= p¡wì)=t@t) í=r(r)L (4.2)

For each transmission zero located at Vri = i Q¡ e zir = ¿-iar where @¡ = tan (4J, it
follows from.P¡operty 6 (p.25) that it is sufhcient to retain the argument of p¡, i.e.

P¡ = eia¡ (4.3)

As will be shown shortly, the unimodularity of the reflectance cannot change during the

decomposition process - a property important for numerical reasons.

For the z-l-domain, we use (4.2) and (4.3) with V¡ replaiceÅ with z¡1. Due to Properties

1-3 (p.11-12), the reflectance values for the two domains are the same.

Step 2. For each factor fi that corresponds to a reciprocal section, i.e.,f¡= 6,¡n,
compute the vâlue of the delay:

d¡=d¡(ry¡)=lvù-frvù e> a,(,¡\=T\"¡'l-fi,-"1 (4.4a,b)

As was shown in Section 2.4 eqs. (2.35), (2.36), it is convenient in the z-l-domain to

multiply the d¡ (z;l) uy -r;1, i.e. we define

6¡= -z'¡t ¿iG¡1)

For r¡¡ = ¡ Q¡ ê zir = ¿-la[, we have from eq. (2.36) that

(4.5)

(4.6)s.- d¡

"- r"orrlT)

As @¡ -r"o , (ÐiT -l, lr,and it can be shown *at 6i=t. Again, the delay values for both

domains are simply related.

Tlteorent4.l: The set of values lW, p¡, d¡ : i = l(l)Ll * lr,t, p¡, 6¡ : i= f (f p) is

sufficient to complete the cascade decomposition of a lossless two-port to within a constant

section. Moreover, these values are sufficient for any chosen order of the transmission zeros.

Proof: First note that the di e ô¡ for nonreciprocal factors of/ are not needed and are

included above and below for ease of presentation.

From Lennta2.2wehave that the reflectance and delay values for the first member of a



cascade are given by pl and ¿r (Ar). fn Chapter III, it was shown that the set (r¿1 ,fi,drl
- {rit , p1 , ô1} forms a minimal cha¡acterization of every lst and 2nd-order elementa¡y

section. From this set, one obtains via Tables 3.1-3.13 the canonic polynomial set

(ot ,fi , g , htl. To add flexibility to the decomposition process, the set {o1 ,fi , gt , htl
is usually chosen to be the primitive set. We return to this point later. Note also that the

choice offi, and hence the fi¡st section, is completely arbitrary, and is initially specified by

the user.

The next two steps of the algorithm, which are developed here as part of the proof of

Theorem 4. 1, involve the recomputation of the remaining values lvi , p¡ , d¡ : i = 2(l)Ll e>

lr,t , p, , 6¡ : i = 2(\Ll such that the new set cha¡acterizes a lossless two-port network with
L

fb = n/¡ and of degree m - mb where z1 is the degree of section l. The extraction and

í=2
recomputation steps are depicted in Fig. 4.1.

(tltu, pu, d6: i =2(lþl

-{r},po,ù¡:i=2gY-l

Fig. 4. 1 Flowgraph representation of the basic extraction step.

At this stage, most other synthesis algorithms simply attempt to obtain, through various

means, the ¡emainder polynomials lou fø, g¿, å¿). From (2.46), these are given by

l*=å,rb=l , '*ufrP, h*+#l

fLgl

(4.7 a)

and were simply obtained from T¡ = TilT. Fettweis has shown [3],[4] that a realizable
(tlurwitz) polynomial g¿ of degreem-mt can always be found. This is equivalent to stating

that there can always be found (or ,"fr , 91 , å1) such that the numerator of gø in (4.7a)

contains the factor/¡f1*, and once this common factor has been cancelled, the remaining

oo ft
gb h6



polynomial is strictly Hurwitz, i.e., all the zeros are strictly in the left-hand plane e+ inside

the unit circle (z-plane). In other words, the factor/¡f1+ is a removable singularity. Forcing

the factor/¡f¡* to appear in the numerator of 96 in (4.7a), also induces the same factor to

appear in the numerator ft¿ in (4.7 a) [3],t41. Most synthesis algorithms can be distinquished

from the practical.point of view by the method they employ in effectively removing this

common factor.

However, to be able to extrâct the next elementary section, it is suffìcient to know

lvz, pø(Vz), do(Vz)l <: lz;t, p6Q;t), ¿oþ;t)|, from which one again obtains via Tables

3.1-3.13 the canonic polynomial set loz,fz, gz, hzl. An explicit knowledge of

loø,f0, gt, å6)is therefore not required in order to continue with the extraction process. We

now show how to obtain (r¿¡¡, Pø¡dtiií=2(l)Ll from the knowledge of

lV¡ pi, d¡ : i = 2(l)Ll and { ø1, fi , g, htl, and similarly for the z-domain.

From (4.7a) we have
h

pr,=þ =--q'!- !u-= !'i- n'
- o1(sps - h¡h) ø (ei- - ,"*) 

'

It follows from (4.7b) that at the remaining transmission zeros

o''<vt =l^ffifi|*,, <+ p øiQ i \ =f"#+fì",, 
= "i, 

i= 2( 1 )¿' (a' 8)

For a lossless two-port p6i(V/i) * 0 or -, i.e., if the numerator in (4.8) becomes zero, then

so must the denominator. For this to occur , we must n*" h=#=pi which, when

substituted itt¡o 1=ffi+# ' yiel¿s #ilr¡=0. This contradicts our original

assumption that all the transmission zeros are distinct. Thus, eq. (4.8) poses no arithmetical

difficulties.

Lemma 4.1: Unimodularity of the ¡eflectance is preserved during an extraction step

described by (4.7b), i.e., if p¡= siu ¡Íls¡ Pu= eiau.

Proof: A reflectance can only be modula¡ al rf =iA () z-r = e-iú, Evaluating (4.8) at

Vi= j Q¡ ë z¡1 - ¿-jøl yields

(4.7b)

. (4.9)

@-htpb)- p¡l t- n il =PJ",plzj ¡,e
otît - htpi). oí
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ln deriving (4.9) we have used the fact that grUQù = Crei{ù = C\UOù'

å1*. From (4.9), it follows easily that

übi= dí+ 2Atg (g, - hlPi)- eryqoò

In the z-domain, we have gy, = z-ng1(z) and å1* = z-ñtht(z) where n1

section 1. The term z4¡ induces an additional factor in (4'10)' i.e.'

and similarly for

(4.10)

is the degree of

(4.12)

dt ¡ = a¡ + 2\rg(g1 - ntpi) - xe (o1) - mlot¡T (4.11)

In summary, eq. (4.8) is used to tecompute the reflectance values associated with

Íansmission zeros located off thejfaxis e+ unit circle, and eqs.(4.10)-(4.11) are used to

recompute the arguments of unimodular reflectances.

To complete fhe proof of Theorem 4.1, we must also show how to obtain the delay

values of the remainder network. The delay function is defined by d ,= [t" f]'. From (4'7b),

we have in the t¿-domain

-, , 
(s,-l-(r'r.l) U'f -(o,ll="- 

st.-ht'+ 
--*Jf

, . -(t;)-. å((oi). 
+ a n¡)="-- g'--t"+

h', + d n, - ír1" ln', 
n a. ot - í, 

^*1= d + -;4 - l-. l-;e-r. - o' 
1-

wherewehaveused(g1-/=19,1-øI=-k,tø)-andsimilarlyforå1*. At \t=Vrí,wehave
from gg* = hh, + ff* tfrat frÐ =#r¡ and d (tltù = dr(ttt¡), where the latter fact was

shown in the proof of lznmra 2.l.Substituting these results into the last line of (4.12) yields

í,-lþ',* an,)

t'-h'l



I h', *d, h, - o, p'.1

do¡= d¡+ a(ry¡)+ A(-ry¡) where Á(t¡¡)=l-nff)r=* (4.13)

For ry¡= ¡ Q¡, eq. (4.13) simplifies to

du¡= di+ z ne {a (7'¿)} Ø.r4)
t

, Note that the denominator ofd (y¡)cannot vanish for the same reason as for eq. (4.8).

Inthez-r-domain,wehave (g1*l=(z-^rg{z)I=*rreF-r2(s't)-,andsimilarlyfor
å1*. Substituting these into (4.12) and (4.13) yields

dt¡ = d¡ + t(z¡t) + z? a(z¡) + z¡ mt where ot tl=lûffÁ- ), =,, (4.15)

l

For z¡1 = s-iatr, eq. (4.15) multiplied by-z¡1 simplifies to

õt¡= õ¡-2nelt(e-jør)e-iørl-m1 (4.16)

:

¡¡avingobtained(r¿¿¡P¿¡dt¡:i=2(l)Ll-lril,pu,,66¡:i=zQ)Ll,itisnowpossibleto
, continue on with the extraction process, i.e., subscript å in the above is dropped and the

i next transmission zero is selected. This completes the proof of Theorent 4.1.
:

, Summarizing the recursive part of the algorithm:

: Step3. Selecttransmissionzeroi. Fromthesetofvalues lV¡,p¡,a¡<+ltl ,pj,6l
j obtain from Tables 3.1-3.13 the corresponding primitive polynomial set lo¡,f¡, S¡, hjl. I1

: ¿esired, circuit parâmeters that realize this section may also be computed.

, Step 4. Recompute the d¡ ê ô¡ for the remaining transmission zeros using the formulae
(4.13)-(4.16) with subscript I replaced byj.

: Step 5. Recompute the p¡ at the remaining transmission zeros using the formulae (4.9)-
, (4.11) with subscript 1 replaced by j. When recomputing for a transnrission zero at infinity,

i the mapping ry -+1/V <+ z-1 -)z must be applied to h¡ and g¡, regardless of the type of

i section j. For all lst-order sections j, this mapping also induces oj + -oj.
Step 6. Drop subscript á and ¡etum to step 3 until all the transmission zeros are

' extracted.

Step 7. ExEact the final constant section (see Section 4.4).
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4.2 Recomputation Step Using an Ideal Transformer ê 2-port Adaptor

In practice, it is desirable to have the option of extracting three kinds of canonic sections:

port I reflection-free, port 2 reflection-free, and a feed-through at some frequency. The

simplest way of achieving this flexibility is to exEact a section described by the primitive

polynomials first, followed by the extraction of an ideal transformer ê 2-port adaptor that

induces the desired property. The canonic polynomial set resulting from absorbing an ideal

transformer +) 2-port adaptor is given in Fig.4.2a, where for port 1 and port 2 reflection-

free sections, çqs Q = -lE- and cos g = -þ2L at V/= I (z-1 = 0), respectively, In rhe' Op 8p+ OP 8P
analog domain, the ideal transformer is usually chosen such that it eliminates the ideal

Eansformer that was induced by the primitive polynomials themselves (see for example Table

3.7). This is in keeping with the usual criterion for analog circuit design, i.e', minimization

of the number of ideal transformers, Although an extraction of these zeroth-order sections is

an explicit step in the synthesis algorithm, they are usually absorbed in such a way that they

do not explicitly appear in the final ¡ealization.

¡=¡osn 0 o= op ,=^8
h = hp -(cos o) oo er- , I = Ep -þos o) o, n¡

- p1 +cos 0
P'= l*p,"o,o

p'=+
g = -{tn pll'

b,p2=á

dz= -0n p)'

Fig. 4.2 (a) Absorption of an ideal transformer. (b) Recomputation step using a 2-port

adaptor.

To complete the extraction step, the reflectance and delay values must be recomputed, as

shown in Fig. 4.2b. From Fig. 4.2b and eq. (2.14), it follows that
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For p1 = ejd" eq.(4.17) reduces, tsing Lemma 4.1' to

t^ff=ta','1$tan\ (4.18)

For the delay values, it follows from (4'13, (4'15) and (2.14) that

dz 
=ù. = sinzo

d1 ôl I + cos29 + þ1 + l/p1)cos d

= 
sin øz for p1= ¿ia,
sln al

=lturz ø)e' for h= tt

It has been observed experimentally that the two-stage recomputation process' in addition

to the flexibility thar it offers, produces less roundoff error than the process that extracts

sections with the ideal transformer ++ 2-port adaptor already absorbed. This is mainly due to

the fact that the coefficients of primitive polynomials can be obtained from the minimal set

M¡,p¡,d,\ *l"l ,pi,6l with high accuracy because of the simple nature of the

algebraic expressions involved; and the recomputation step using the ideal transformer e; 2-

port adaptor via (4.17)-(4.19) is also of a simple nature.

Illusrative Design Example

To illustrate some of the fesults in this and the previous section, a sinrple example has

been consFucted, as shown in Fig.4.3. The canonic polynomials are obtained by combining

the three canonic sections using (2.39):

f =16'{lvQP+r) f = 2''{T (z-t - 1) 1z-r + 1) (z-2 + 1)

g=4f +28yf 46yP +44ry+ 16 ++ 3 =24 -7-j -32-2-52-t -8 (4'20)

h= 4yl - UF 4yP + l2ry+ 16 h=-3za -52-2 -72-r - |

and o = -1. The first two steps of the algorithm involve evaluating the reflectance and delay

functions at all the transmission zeros, i.e.,

(4.19a,b,c)

fn=0 a1=s ù=2
I Vr="" d2= ¡ dz=6
I

I Vt=j %=-trl2 ú=2

,1r=l dr=0 ðr=1

tir = -l d2= tc õz=3

t¡1 =-j a3=-tYl2 ù=2
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Applying step 3: the first row in (4.21) characterizes Section lC from Table 3.3, as shown

for both domains in Fig. 4.3.

lC't = |t 4- nz=*,t2

Ø=l
lz=2
8z= ttt +2
hz---Ut

Cz=2

| 7ro=* "=å2

ot=l
¡r=y?+l
gr=y?+y+
h=-v

Ç'

llF'
l__"

ot =-l
h=2v
gt=zVt + 1

h=r
+1

28

ot =-l
h='[2 (z-r-t)
8t=z-r-2
h=-r

Ø=1
fz='{Z þ-t + l)
gz= z-r +2
hz=-l

Ø=l
h='t2 (za + 1)

$=22+2
hz= -1

Fig 4.3 Design example of a 4th-order filter.

Steps 4 and 5 of the algorithm involve recomputing the remaining two rows in (4.21) using

the primitive polynomials for section lC from Table 3.3, with the results given by

(4.22)

The second stage of the extraction step involves choosing the zeroth-order section parameter

| *r=* az= r dz=a I ê l';t = -t az= n õz=zf

lvr=j q=ft ú=2 ) l';'=-j a3=Í ù=2 )

8t



that, for the example under consideration, makes port 2 of section 1 ¡eflection-free, From

Table 3.3, we have cos 0=-1/3. Recomputing (4.22) using (4.17) and (4.19c) yields

(4.23)

The recursive part of the algorithm is now repeated. Row 1 in (4.23) cofresponds to section

18 from Table 3.2. Recomputing the last row of (4.23) using the primitive polynomials for

section 1B from Table 3.2 yields

lw=j q=ft ú=r) ê l';t=-ja3=r $=1) (4.24)

The reflection-free porf 2 inducing parameter is given by cos 0= ll3. Recomputing (4'24)

yields

lvz=j o,4=Í ù=21 ê lr;t=-j a3=r 6=21

Finally, (4.25) corresponds to section 28 in Table 3.6. The reflection-free port 2 inducing

parameter is given by cos 0=U3. Atthis stage, the last constant section is extracted - a step

which is presented in Section 4.4.

lrr=* az=r dz=zf ., l";'=-, a2=r õ2=rl

lvt=j az=n dz--r I lr;'=-i q=Í ù=1 )

(4.2s)
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4.3 Sample Characterization of Multiple Transmission-Zero Sul¡networks

When at least two elementary sections share the same transmission zero location

Vj ë tjl, it is not possible to obtain for the second and the following members of the

multipie set the required (p¡, d¡\è (p¡, ô;) ftom the overall V,e,nl evaluated at

W <,+ tjr. This is because, at \f =Vj++ z-t = zjl, the lst member of the multiple set

effectively decouples the remainder network, including the remaining members of the

multiple set.

A solution to this problem , within the framework of reflectance values, has been

advanced by Martens [54]. Instead of the usual characterization lV¡ , p¡, d¡l <-t

lt¡t , Oi, A; 
) 
øt each transmission zero of a multiple. subset, a single cha¡acterization is

used for the entire subset of multiple zeros. Since insufficient information is available from

p evaluated at \f =We t-t = zjr without computing higher-order derivatives, the

proposed characterization takes the form of N = m+l samples of polynomials å and g

taken on a circle with radius r centered at the iocation of the multiple zero, i.e. \pe compute

for a multiple zero t¡;

ll¡,,: h'n=h(W+rW"), n=0(1)N-1) (4.26a)

lgj,,t gn=8(Vj +rw"), n =0(l)N-1) (4'26b)

where l|=¿i2xlN,N = m+1, and nt = deg g, We refe¡ to (4.26) as the sample

cha¡acterization.

The values p¡ and d; can be obtained from {/r;,) and {g;") by using the following method.

First note that it is always possible to express polynornials å and g as

where {a¡) and{å¡} are coefficients of the Taylor series expansion about t¡= t{. Evaluating

å and g in (4.2'1) at V = V¡ + r Wn yields

nW)=L o¡(v-w)i
í=0

N-1

s('//)=L u¡(v-W)t
t=0

bí rìW ¡n

(4.27 a,b)

(4.28)
N-l

h¡^=Zairiwin , gjtt=
i=0

N-l

i=0

Expressions in (4.28) have the form of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) generalized to

¡adius r [33]. It follows that ((ai] and {å;,} )and({å¡) and {g;"} ) form DFT pairs
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N-l
n'M)=,'=#P_ h¡nw-'

. h(v¡)a¡d ft=ffi

generalized to radius r. This also follows from an observation that a set of polynomial

coefficients can be thought of as representing one period of a periodic discrete+ime signal

which, in turn, can be represented equivalently using its DFT coefficients. Frotn

computational considerations during the cascade synthesis of lossless two-ports, it is nuch

easier, when completing the extraction step, to recompute the DFI coefficient set than the

corresponding Taylor series coefficient set, even though only the frst two Taylor series

coefhcients are needed to cha¡acte¡ize any elementary section'

It follows from (4.27) a¡d (4.28) that

N-1 N-l
n(y)=ao=!\ h¡, cM)=øo=d\ si,- lY ,=o '' ,=o

lv -l

c' M) = ut = # \ si,, w-" (4.2ecd)

).-s'(vì,h'(vi), "r - s¡t ì h(V¡)

During the ith extraction step, the sets (å¡nl and (8jn) wherej > i, are recomputed in the

r¿-domain using (4.7a) with subscript 1 replaced with i, i.e.

hr¡=[!t#3tJ!,r)**^, rq,,=1tu#41**. ¿ = 0(1)N-1 (4 31a,b)

where Wn=W+rWtl , ¿ = 0(1)N-l (4.32)

Note that the section being extracted (section i) could be the one that realizes one of the

multiple zeros W. When recomputing using an ideal transformer <-+ 2-port adaptor with

n = tan 012, eqs. (4.31) reduce to

trun=btlLP9, sbin=gin+hin-cos0 r=0(1)N-l (4.33)- 
sin 20 sin z0

Note also that the sample characterization requires an independent processing of polynomials

å and g from which one obtains the same characterization of section i.

ln the z-l-domain, the multiple Eansmission zero aT z't = zjl case is handled in exactly

the same way as in the r¿-domain. The same equations (4.26)-(4.33) are used with t¿;

replaced with z;l and r/jn with

(4.29a,b)

(4.30a,b)
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ti) = ,l' + r"W n , n = 0(1)N-1 (4.34)

For both domains, to extract the ith section that ¡ealizes one of the multiple transmission

zeros, the pi and possibly ¿¡ (¡;) ar" needed which are obtained using (4.29)-(4.30). The

remaining members of the multiple zero subset are cha¡acterized using {å¡;r) and {g¿;r). As

in step 6 of the main algorithm, subscript å is dropped and the next transmission zero is

selected.
Remarks:

1. The radius r (rr) is chosen to be 1/5 of the Euclidean distance between the multiple

"erc 
ry¡ ("¡t) and the next nearest Íansmission zero. The values r and r, are usually different

and both are much less than one. This choice has been determined experimentally and has

been found to work well in practice.

2. It has been observed through numerous examples that the expressions in (4.29) tend

to average out errors that might have accumulated in (å¡") and {g;r)'
3. The sample characterization is not restricted to the multiple zero case. It can be

applied to characterize distinct zeros as well. For the distinct plus multiple zero case, using

the sample cha¡acterization for all transmission zeros simplifies the logical structure of the

overall program, at the cost of substantially increasing the total number of polynomial

evaluations. It has been observed that the accuracy of both approaches is comparable.

4. At the outset, the size of the sample sets characterizing the subnetwork that realizes the

multiple-zero subset could be limited to the degree plus one of that subnetwork. Also, after

each extraction step, the size of both lh¡"\ and ls¡\ could be dec¡eased by m¡ to reflect order

reductio¡r. However, it has been found more convenient, f¡om the point of view of
programming, to keep the size invariant. Also, the averaging-out-of-error effect is more

pronounced with the larger sized sets.

Illustrative Example

Consider a cascade of three elementary sections with a multiple zero of order th¡ee located

at V/ = 0, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The canonic polynomials for each individual section can be

obtained from Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The overall canonic polynomials for the circuit in Fig. 4.4

are given by

o=-7 , f=UF C=\Ê+3yP+4y+4 , ¡=ry2+4 (4.3s)

Evaluating h and g at Vt=ei nnn, ¿=0(1)3 sample points, yields the sample

cha¡acterization which is given by the first row of numbèrs in (4.36):
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Fig. 4.4 Example of a circuit with a triple transmission zero at V = 0 and the sample

locations in the t¿-domain' '

j=1
j=2
j=3

hy h¡2 h¡t hj¿

5353
-2 -2 -2 --2

gjt 8j2

12 I +3j

5 l+zj
2 1+ j

gF gj4 pj d¡

2 1_3j -) I I 
(4.36)

1 1-2j -+ -1 1

0 l-j -) i 1

p1 and dl are obtained from row I in (4.36) and eqs.(4.29) and (4.30)' Rows 2 and 3 are

obtained using the recomputation formulae (4.31) with rows I and 2 as input, respectively.

The problem of the decoupling property masking-out sections that follow the first

member is not limited to multiple zeros. It also applies for the case where/= lIf, contains

factors, sayt and/¿, that are Hurwitz conjugates of each other, 1.e.,f¿= tf*. For real /,
this can happen in two cases:

fc = Í¡f* = (V - r) (ttt + r) = yP - 12 (4.37 a)

fo = fft = çyr2 - 2r cos Q tf + r2) (ry2 + 2r cos Q V + 12) = r¡tA - 2r2 cos 2Q VP + ra (4.37b)

Note that/6 in (4.37 a) corresponds to polynomial fof section 2C (see Table 3.11) and,

therefore, could be realized with that section. In the analog domain,/¿ from (4.37b) is

usually realized with the Darlington D-section. Here, however, we a¡e interested in realizing

fç and fp with a cascade of two elementary sections which do not necessarily have to follow

each other in the overall cascade. For both cases, the overall f, g, å) evaluated at

V = Vj = -Vk (i.e., the zero off ) yields

r = lut =fu*, = lwt þ<-w> = oi or
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Since, in general, pk 
^nð 

pj are independent, eq. (4.38) implies that p¿ cannot be obtained

from the overall (/, g, ft) due to the decoupling property.

To obtain p¿ from the overall lf, S, nl, first note that the/6 and/¿ in (4'37) conespond

to reciprocal subnetworks. By Lemma 2.2, dc1tò = d (Vt) and do(lrù = d (Vtk). The

polynomials h¿ and gç can be obtained by combining the two elementary sections that ¡ealize

f¡ and. ¡r. From (2.39) with ¿ and å replaced withi and t respectively, we have

0,,=l^,Ê)'=1"'#Æ

í,* "¡kknrl - 
¿rn ) í,* o¡kkerl - ¿rsr)

s¡+ o¡,¡fr n¡+ o¡g¡fr

Ãtty= ry¡=-r¿;, it follows from (4.38) nuttfi(Vù =tt rO. Substituting this result into

(4.39) and solving for p¿ yields

ot =fuvù _[d¡ (vù - d (vù |-\a1ry¡:41*¡ ffi,,u

(4.3e)

(4.40)

For the z-r-domain, replace ty¡ with zrt and d¡ (-Vù with z¡2 d¡ (z*) in (4.40). Note that

eq. (4.40) cannot be used for the multiple-zero case because then, r¡; = t¿¡, which implies

tlrat section j is reciprocal and, consequently, d¡ (Vù = d¡ (-tlt*) = d (Vù.
Eq. (4.40) was used in obtaining ¿ for the C-section in Table 3.11. The Darlington D-

section with /¿ from (4.37b) can be realized with a cascade of two 2E sections from Table

3.10 and Fig. 3.15, where the reflectances B¡ei\ and p¡pid, are obtained from the overall

(/, g, å) and eq. (4.40), respectively. The reflectance for section fr is computed after section

j has been exEacted.
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4.4 Extraction of the Last Ideal Transformer e+ 2'Port Adaptor

The degree reduction that is effectively induced during the extraction step ensures that,

afte¡ all the factors of/ have been exhausted, the remainder polynomials, if these were

computed, correspond to a zeroth-order section, In general, the remainder polynomials are

nontrivial (i.e. l¡¡ + 0) because the extracted sections are chosen with a desired property and'

together, they comprise a network with canonic polynomials that may differ from the given

ones by at most a zeroth-o¡der section. It follovis that an ideal fansformer ++ 2-port adaptor

must be exEacted to complete the synthesis, as shown in Fig. 4.5a.

Fig. 4.5 (a) Extraction of the last ideal transformer and (b) its wave flowgraph equivalent

when section L is evaluated at !t= VLë z-t = zí1.

There a¡e several ways of performing this step of which two a¡e described here. The frrst

method is based on the decoupling property of an elementary section N¿ when evaluated at

the location of its üansmission zerc tJt = Vt <+ z-t = 41. this is shown for the WD domain

in Fig. 4.5b with an actual flowgraph of a normalized 2-port adaptor. To simplify the

presentation, we define the following: let

Pr,=-"+

*cos 0
cos 0

sin 0

put=-o"ff
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where subscript ¿ pertains to the last section. The situation is essentially the same as for the

recomputation step using an ideal transformer <-) 2-port adaptor (see Fig. 4.2b) except that

now it is the parameter n <-+ 0 that is the unknown. It follows that eqs. (4.17)-(4.19) can be

also be used here wíth p2 and pl replaced with p2¿ and p2 respectively, i.e.,

", =,^", (*) =lt:"t¿l\f) (+ *, 0 = I5 = # e;t Ø 42)

For p2¡ = ¿jø2, it follows from (4.18) that p2 = eia,, and eq. @.aÐ can expressed as

,,="",(t)=ffi% <4.43)

If p2¡=¡1, then aiso Ø = t1 (see (4.17)) and (4.42) is indeterminate. For this case, one

can use (4.19c), i.e.,

(4.44)

where the delays are obtained in the usual manner. For the Example in Section 4.2, wehave

øzt=-aå!t-r-t)=-1 and pr=+\-i)=-1 . We, therefore, musr use (4.44) from

which it follows thar n2 = tan2qlZ = (4/4)t = t.
The sign of r¡ cannot be obtained by using this method without additional considerations.

However, the sign of n is usually of little importance since its only effect is to change the

sign of the transmittance. If required, it can be obtained by evaluating the t¡ansmittance at
any passband frequency.

The second method is based on using the sample cha¡acterization (hhl ,l1¿,) for the last
section, regardless of the multiplicity of the last ransmission zero. After the last section has

been exuacted, its sample sets {å¿n} ,lgnl *e recomputed once again using (4.31) with

lo¡ , S¡ , å¡) set equal to lo7, g¡, l¡¿). This recomputation step induces degree reduction
since section L completely removes the last Íansmission zero, from which it follows that the

sets (å6¿n) , {g6¡nl chancterize a zeroth-order network. From (4.29a,b) and the definition of
a normalized 2-port adaptor in (2.14), we have

,, =*",(+)=l*À* =lyl*

,,=säsur,=ffi=ff
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and n=se+hr=#nr- "ore=ffi=-# ,"*o=#r"=* Ø.46)

For the Example in Section 4.3, we have h6n=10,0,0,0) and Bûn=(1,1, 1, 1), which

yields g, = I , ht=g + n= l. Since the sample characterizations of polynomials ft and g

are processed separately, this method also provides the correct sign of r.
One case that deserves special mention involves a circuit where all the elementary sections

a¡e chosen with port 2 ¡eflection-free. ln this case, p2í= 0 Vi at z-l = 0, which, with
reference to Fig. 4.5b, implies that the signal B¿ is independent of A2 and, therefore, the

reflectance at port 2 evaluated al z-r = 0 only depends on the last transformer <+ 2-port
adaptor. It can be obtained from

B-z= -oþ!= "o" 
g = 

| - n'
A2 I .7+n2

evaluated at tlr= 1 ++ z-1=0 (4.47)

For the case under discussion, eg. @.47) is by far the most accurate method of obtaining

n as its computation only uses the input data. It also provides an obvious means of
investigating roundoff error accumulation since the value obtained from (4.47) can be

assumed to be cor¡ect, and values obtained using the other two methods must be comparable

to it. It has been determined this way that the other two methods are comparable in accuracy

but highly sensitive to any errors in the solution of gg* = hhr + ff*, i.e., the input data must

represent a lossless two-port, otherwise the three methods of obtaining the last transformer
provide different answers. Also, it has been observed for the examples so far examined, that
no discernible differences exist between the same filters synthesized in both the

V- and z-r- domains.
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V. DESIGNEXAMPLES

In this chapter, we present three design examples with the aim of demonstrating: 1)

numerical robustness and relative immunity to ¡oundoff error accumulation of the synthesis

algorithm; 2) the effect of interchanging the reflectance and transmittance and using voltage

versus power wave 2-port adaptors on the sensitivity of the filter response to parameter

quantizâtions; 3) the possibility of deriving simplified filter structures by imposing a

consmint from (3.30) on every general 2nd-order section and using the quasi-lattice sûrcture

fromFig.3.22,
Synthesis algorithms that use the primary data only once and thereafter employ some sort

of recomputation at each extraction step, generate roundoff er¡or that tends to accumulate

with each step. The amount of roundoff error that is generated depends mainly on the

accuracy with which the extraction step is performed. For the algorithm described in Chapter

IV, the only sources of roundoff error during the extraction step, assuming that

p¡ and, d¡ (ô¡) a¡e computed in steps i and 2 with maximum precision, are the recomputation

formulae (4.8).(4.16). If ca¡e is taken in evaluating these expressions, the propagation of
error can be kept to a minimum. For example, it has been found experimentally that for
highly selective filters, dividing each term in (4.13) and (4.15) by g¡ reduces roundoff error.

5.1 Example of a l4th-order Bandpass Filter [22]

The first design example serves to demonstrate the numerical robustness and relative

immunity to roundoff error accumulation of the synthesis algorithm. An extremely narrow

band l4th-order bandpass filter Í221with a relative bandwidth of 0.0254o has been selected

for synthesis in the r¡-domain. The zeros of the canonic polynomials lf, g, hl ue given in

Table 5. l.
Table 5. i Canonic polynomials for the filter from [22]

T¡a¡smission zeros Zeros of g Zeros ofl¡

lj8.99242418te-
{ 9.004825819e-
lj 8.99621ffi97 e-
g 9.001039903e-
f 8.996751863e-
f 9.000498137e-

0.o0ffXXr)ooe+l

-1.1552342ß27 07 6e-5 lj 8.997 7 021 l 5O841e-
-1.91 99339335 190e-5 lj 8.998263514817 6e-
-1.9 r99339335362e-5 tr 8.99898ó485 1824e-
-1.1552342ß27 U6e-5 f 8.9995478849 I 59e-
-3.4936618U4783e-6 { 8.9998092104884e-
-3.49366182437 l5e-6 lj L997 4401895116e-
-8.99697796tØ65e-1
-9.OO027217844O7 e-l

+ 8.998624919e-l
lj 8.997 45@66e-l
+j 8 .997'1 14358e-l
lj 899827M7 4e-l
lj 8S98919s26e-l
lj 8.999535642e-l
lj L9997 99034e-t

The transmission zeros are all distinct and are located at ttt = iA, thus permitting a

reciprocal realization where each section is characterized by a transmission zero Qí, a

unimodula¡ reflectance value, and a positive delay. Note that all finite Fansmission zeros in
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Table 5.1 are indistinguishable to th¡ee significant digits. Both g and å polynomials are

monic a¡d the constant factor of/is 3.29421739e-4. The sequence of transmission zeros

that is specified in Table 5.1 is realized with a chain connection of six 2D (Brune) sections

followed by sections LC (V = 0) and 18 (rf ='") - eight sections in all followed by a

constant section.

For comparison, minimal characterizations l//, , o, ,d¡ : Í = 1(1)8) for the final realization

were obtained using two independent methods: 1) from the element values in the final

realization given by Göttlicher [22] by using the analog element formulae in Table 3.7' with

the results given in Table 5.2. The synthesis algorithm developed in [22] operates on the

driving point impedance and requires an accurale zero-finding routine; 2) The filter was

synthesized using an.algorithm developed by Williamson [31] which is based on ¡ational

interpolation and performs two factorizations to ext¡act each section - a method which at each

step uses only the primary datá. Williamson's ¡esults agreed with Göttlicher's to six decimal

places in the worst case, but the program was executed with only a 14 decimal precision.

Table 5.2 Reflectance and delay value conrparisons for Example 5.1'

ø obtained ûom [22] ø synthesized d obtained fiom [22] d synthesized

-1.681979729e+0
-1.556678547e+0
-9.890250576e-1
-1.703290746e-l
-1.440055120e-2
-2.285924135e-3
0.000000000e+0
3.141592654e+0

-1.681979729e+0
- 1.556678547e+0
-9.890250576e-l
-1.703290747e-l
-1.440055121e-2
-2.285924149e-3
0.000000000e+0
3.141592654e+0

1.863999613e+2
3.778343342e+A
1.278142565e+0
2.230086653e-l
2.204588942e-2
3.750590767e-3
4.890808654e-4
1.245308063e+0

1.863999613e+2
3.778343342e+0
1.278142566e+0
2.230086655e-l
2.204588948e-2
3.750590906e-3
4.890809058e-4
1.245307860e+0

The synthesis was performed using the two-stage extraction step as described in Section

4.2. ')he resulting lQ,, o,,dl: i = 1(1)8) are given in Table 5.2' A comparison with

Göttlicher's ¡esults clearly shows a slow accumulation ofroundoffenor, with the worst case

for dB accurate to 7 signif,rcant digits. Such a slow ¡ate is acceptable and, fo¡ common filter

specifications that are normally much less stringent, the roundoff error is completely

negligible. When the filter was synthesized using a one-stage extraction step, where dre ideal

transformer is absorbed by the primitive section before the recomputation step, three

additional digits of accuracy were lost in the final section.

The final transformer value f¡om [22] is given by n = 0.8317997714, and the values

obtained using the two methods described in Section 4.4 are given by: from (4.44) n =
0.831799704, and from (4.46) n = 0.831799443. Again, the conespondence is quite

acceptable, with the differences having no practical consequences. The frequency response'

shown in Fig. 5,1, was obtained by combining the synthesized sections in the frequency
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domain using the following method: ât t/=id, the transfer mat¡ix for each elementary section

can be expressed as

r,rio>=ffill,o, l' ] where p¡,=h , v¡=or# (5'1)

where ¡ is clearly unimodular. The product of two transfer matrices TÉ = T¡Ti at any

r¡= j@ can be obøined efficiently by using

*=i r,V!11
T¡+P¡Pj

- T¡ Pi+ P¡, Pk = --t---;-
T¡+P¡P¡

(5.2a,b)

Êq

<d

0)

Note that 7¿ is also unimodular and, therefore, only its argument needs to be ¡etained.

Assuming that p, and p; are given in polar form, only two polar-to-rectangular and two

rectangular-to-polar conversions are required to evaluate (5.2). Once the overall reflectance

p is obtained, the magnitude of the transmittance follows f¡om the complementary-

responses prope rty in (2.27)and is given by 
^l 

| -l pP.
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Fig. 5.1 Frequency response for Example 5.1 with the horizontal scale in ¡adians per second.

Ripple
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5,2 Example of an 8th-order Bandpass Filter

The second example is an 8th-o¡der bandpass flrlter taken from [16, Ex.7.1] and

synthesized in the z-l-domain. The transfer function is the result of an optimization with the

following specihcations: find a bandpass transfer function with two finite transrnission zeros

and transition regions from 0.325tr to 0.352 and from 0.42 to 0.425n such that the

passband ripple is within 1.5 dB and the minimum stopband attenuation is as large as

possible. The resulting canonic polynomial set (/, g, å) that satisfies these specifications is

given in Table 5.3,whereTo =//g is the desired transfer function'

Because WD filters are inherently bidi¡ectional and provide two complementary transfer

functions, it is possible to ¡ealize a given transfer function as either a transmittance or a

reflectance. For this example, the desi¡ed transfer function was realized both as a

transmittance and as a reflectance to show the differences in stopband sensitivities to

multiplier quantizations and the efirciency of the final ¡ealiz¿tions.

Table 5.3 Canonic polynomials for Exámple 5.2'

Znros on f Zeros of g Zeros of lt

Radius Angle/æ Radius tugle/r Radius Angle./r

1

I
ln.$0034232
1{).320538560

0.991526&7455
0.976757231M1
0.9770664841l8
o.99t727478015

r0.350675396513
fl3&5095t7763
fl.385806739120
lo.399341528947

m35n32711368
t0.365109796566
ln385182M8776
r0.398308216049

Constant fâctor of/ Constant factor of g Constant factor of l¡

0.0009052r 0.9384421r1704

By letting To =f l|,we have a multiple transmission zero of order4atz-l =0, which is

characterized using the sample representation described in Section 4.3. The resulting WD

circuit parameters for an arbinarily chosen sequence of transmission zeros are given in Table

5.4. WD circuits for sections lE and 2D can be found in Table 3.8 and Fig' 3'15'

respectively. To ensure computability, all sections were chosen with port 2 reflection-free.

The parameter for the final 2-port adaptor was obtained using (4.47), and is given by

cos 0 = -0.9384 421117. We should poinr our that, initially, the data from Ii6] did not

satisfy gg* = hhr + ff* with sufficient accuracy to permit verification of the given circuit as

was evidenced by the three different answers obtained for the final 2-port parameter. The

Feltdkeller equation was subsequently resolved to allow a more acceptable match between the

¡esults from the three different methods described in Section 4.4.
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Table 5.4 WD circuit parameters for Example 5.2 realized as a ffinsmittance'

Section
Type

T¡ansmission
Zcro angle/n 0oln 0Jtt ozln osln

IE
1E
2D
1E
1E
?Ð

0
0

0.430034232
0
0

0.320538560

-0J0234062

-0.39450193

0.61226914
0.87522338
t.03255564
0.528735'17
0.87719940
0.96882327

0.50000000
0.50000000
0.37250176
0.50000000
0.50000000
0.37498973

t.40234062

1.39450193

Two types of multiplier quantization schemes were examined: 1) with two quantizations

per normalized 2-port adaptor such that passivity is maintained, and 2) each normalized 2-

port adaptor was converted to its voltage wave equivalent (see Fig. 2.7) and' wherever

possible, the resulting pairs of inverse multipliers wele shifted out of the stn¡cture' This

amounts ro feplacing Fig. 3.15 with Fig. 3.17 fot each 2D section. Also, every 1E section in

Table 5.4 has cos 02 = 0, which implies that the simpler special-case ci¡cuit from Table 3'8

can be used with the power wave 2-port adaptor replaced with its voltage wave equivalent'

The conversion step reduced the number of sources öf passivity from 12 to 2. In total, the

circuit requires 13 2-port adaptors and two pairs of multipliers. The resulting frequency

tesponses for multipliers quantized to 8 bits a¡e shown in Fig. 5.2. Note the improved

passband response for the voltage wave adaptor circuit. The stopband responses for the

quantized voltage and power wave designs are essentially the same as the ideal response

lætring Tp = h ls by interchanging polynomials å and/results in a transmittance with

four transmission zeros on the unit circle. The final realization, therefore, consists of four

2D sections. The choice oîTp=¡¡t wasalsousedin[16]; a choice, however, constrained

by the fact that only a method for extracting noncanonic, reciprocal, and lossless sections

\ as given there, whereas the realization in Table 5.4 requires nonreciprocal lossless sections.

The final realization parameters are given in Table 5.5

Table 5.5 WD circuit parameters for Example 5,2 reÃtzed as a reflectance.

Section
Type

Transmission
Tnro Angleln 0olx 01ln oiln oz/n

2Ð

?D

2D

?Ð

0.351732711368

0.365109796566

0.385r82M8776

0.398308216049

-0.4153885

-0.0680749

-0.0684596

-0.0417846

0.4n$062
0.57423753

1.6t677417

1.32278945

0.92390509

0.06063559

0.99804390

0.07551627

.04153848

.06807490

.06845968

.04t78456
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Fig. 5.2 Passband and stopband responses fo¡ Example 5.2 rcalized as a transmittance.



To ensure computability, all 2D sections were chosen with port 2 reflection-free. From

(4.47), the parameter for the final 2-port adaptor is given by cos I = -0.00090521' The

final realization requires 17 nontrivial 2-port adaptors, which is 4 more than theTo--Í/g
realization. The frequency responses for the two types of multiplier quantization schemes a¡e

shown in Fig. 5.3

Again, the passband response for the voltage wave realization is superior to the power

wave one due to the smaller number (5 vs. 17) sources of passivity. The stopband

responses, however, deteriorate substantially for both quantization schemes. This is

because, in general, in order to effect a transmission zero with the reflectance, a perfect

cancellation of two signals in the fîrst sertion must occur, i.e.,

bt =ht * nÍ_J' oz
ar 8t '' gt at

(s.3)

where the second term must equaf - þ For quantized realizations where the reflec tun""ft

is generated by a one-port with several passive sources, such cancellations are difficult to

achieve due to the reduced magnirude of f;f and, hence, the deterioration. Due to the smaller

number of passive sources, the voltage wave circuit shows smaller stopband fesponse

deterioration in Fig. 5.3 than the power wave design. In conclusion, the realization derived

from l¿r =//g is more efficient and has a superior stopband response.
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5,3 Example of a l4th-order Bandpass Filter with CCITT specifications

The final example is a design of a 14th-order bandpass filter that in the passband satisfies

1lz0 CCITT attenuation specifïcations with the reference point set at 7 .2 WIz (0 dB), as

shown in Fig. 5.4a. Filters with these specífications occur frequently in the telephone

communication networks; e.g., for the sampling frequency set at 24 kHz, a digital
PClvllFDM uansmultiplexer t38l,t55l requires a digital frlte¡ with the above specif,rcations.

0.642

o.44

Êqþ
co

c

-0.1

-0.2

0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65

Normalized Frequency

Fig.5.4a CCITT specifications and the passband response for Example 5.3.

The simplest method of designing a bandpass filter is to start with a lowpass filter and

then perform a lowpass-to-bandpass transformation. In the digital domain, this

fansformation takes on its simplest form, z -)22, when the cente¡ frequency of the bandpass

fÏlter is chosen to be 1/4 the sampling frequency. Since the passband specifications are

asymmeEical for the bandpass filter (see Fig. 5.4a), the more stringent half is used in
designing the required lowpass filter. We start with a 7th-order canonic analog prototype, as

shown in Fig. 5.5, because analog filter design tables are readily available [53]. The canonic

network in Fig. 5.5 is obtained from a noncanonic ladder by removing the redundant

elements [29].
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Fig. 5.4b Stopband response for Example 5.3.

A 7th-order elliptic response deiignated by CC07i050 [53] and frequency scaled by

k¡= 0.411 satisfies the lowpass specifications. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the filter is a cascade

of three sections which a¡e cha¡acterized by

(Qr,or,arl lLr,or,dz,-,n,d¿\, lùr,ot,¿tl

with the middle section corresponding to the quasi-lattice section from Fig. 3.21 which, in

effect, combines two elementary sections. A nonlinea¡ optimization algorithm [42] was

applied to the filter to induce the constraints from (3.30) for the two Brune sections (i.e.,

at = - atT and a2 = co2T + x where 0i = tan eo[/Z) thereby allowing the simplified circuits

fiom Table 3.7 to be used in the WD realization. Since in the corresponding WD realization

the quasi-lattice section must be terminated on both sides with reflection-free sections, the last

constant section, which results fiom this operation, must also be eliminated so as not to cause

a delay-free loop between it and the last Brune section. This poses an additional constraint

which was included in the optimization. It tu¡ns out that for the specifications in Fig. 5.4, all

three constraints can indeed be imposed.



Fig. 5.5 Canonic analog prototype for Example 5.3.

The resulting WD bandpass filter with quantized multipliers is shown in Fig. 5'6, where

the most eff,rcient circuit from Fig. 3.3b was used for each matched 4-port adaptor. The

quantized solution was obtained through an exhaustive sea¡ch which is greatly aided by the

fact that all multipliers are bounded -1 < /r < I and, because the structure is lossless and

therefore has low sensitivity, a low nunber of bits is usually required. The corresponding

frequency response is shown in Figs, 5.4a and b with the frequency scale normalized: actual

frequency in kffz/|2 kffz..
The analog element values that correspond to the lossless and quantized WD circuit a¡e

given by

Gt=4 Gr=t cu=t n'=f, cr=t ct=t c'=f *=I

A parallel adaptor [11] was used to realize the 2nd-order resonant circuit in the quasi-

lattice section since it allows more quantized solutions than the circuit in Fig. 2.11a. The

overall WD realization requires 19 additions (assuming a2 = Q) and 9 multiplications, most of
which are simple binary shifts. The design compares favorably with other solutions such as

the one in [56] which requires 40 additions and 12 multiplications, but with two fewer

delays. Another solution derived from a noncanonic prototype was given in [57] and

requires 30 additions and 9 multiplications (all of which are simple shifts), but 6 more delays

are also required. The circuit in Fig. 5.6 is therefore the preferable choice.

oo=# or=a# cn=* ^t=T
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Fig. 5.6 WD circuit for a l4th-order bandpass filte¡.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been shown that a particulal châracterization of every elementary section, which is

both simple and minimal, leads to a cascade synthesis algorithm of lossless, real two-port

networks that has eliminated the need for performing basic polynomial operations,

particularly zero finding. In other words, the decomposition can be achieved without having

to obtain intermediate polynomials at any stage during the extraction process.

It is possible to chafaoterize minimally every type of elementary section, reciprocal and

nonreciprocal, using a triplet of numbers

lv¡, p (vi), d (v¡)l er {r, 
1, p Q¡\, ô(ztt)}

1- z,l
where Vi=----t-

| + zí'
o1r,¡=p(2,1) d(lQ)= (l +cos air)6@-øt)

The fi¡st number is the location of the transmission zero, the second is the val¡e of the

reflectance at the transmission zero, and the thi¡d has been shown to be equal to the retum

group delay and is only required for reciprocal sections. Because of the simple relationship

between cha¡acterizations in the continuous-time (r¡f and the discrete-time (z) domains, the

algorithm can synthesize lumped LC circuits and wave digital f,rlters. The output of the
L

algorithm are the factors comprising the product of L transfer matrices, T = lI f,, where L
i=l

is the number of sections und T = +[ 1{- å 
I i, ,t, scattering t¡ansfer matrix where the

lLon* I J

set of polynomial s {f , g , h : gg* = hh* + i4t ) is refened to as Belevitch's representâtion. All

types and multiplicities of Eansmission zeros afe allowed. This is important in the case of

non-minimum phase transfer functions (i.e., ones with right-hand r¿-plane transmission

zeros) which become necessary when a design combining high selectivity with a good

approximation to phase linearity is desi¡ed.

During the exuaction step, the triplets that charâcterize the remaining transmission zeros

can be recomputed using two simple algebraic expressions that only require complex

multiplications and divisions. If the tfiplet of the extracted section is equal to the

corresponding triplet obtained from the set (/, I , h: gg* = hh* + ff.|' tl.re recomputed

riplets characterize a lossless two-port with a lower degree such that the overall realization is

canonic, i.e., the numbe¡ of reactive elements (delays) is equal to the degree of g. It should

be possible, however, to alter the synthesis algorithm to allow noncanonic synthesis, i.e.,

instead of extracting a canonic 2nd-order section with a unimodular ejd reflectance, a 1st-

order section is extracted first that sets the fecomputed ø to either 0 or z, which is then
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followed by the extraction of a two-port with a resonant circuit (Tables 3.5-3.6). This

procedure would generate analog circuits that a¡e free of ideal transformers'

It has been found convenient to split-up tlre recomputation step into two stages so that the

different requirements for aralog and WD ci¡cuits can be dealt with simultaneously. The frst

stage of recomputation uses primitive polynomials whose coefficients are simple functions of

the minimal triplet. During the second stage, an ideal transformer ê 2-port adaptor can be

extracted that, in the analog domain, annihilates the ideal transformer that was possibly

infoduced during the primitive stage, and in the WD domain, induces a reflection-free port.

The actual choice is up to the user. It has been found experimentally that the two-stage

recomputation step accumulates roundoff error more slowly than the nominally equivalent

one-stage step. The difference, however, is only significânt for extreme designs. The

recomputation stage is the only source of roundoff error and it has been found that for

noncritical transfer functions the accumulation of roundoff error is negligible.

Because of the purely algebraic nature of the recomputation expressions and the

computation of initial triplets, the algoritlrm can be proglammed with relative ease and has a

high running speed. For example, it took only a few seconds on a personal (MacII)

computer to synthesize the l4th-order bandpass filter in Example 5.1. Such speed makes it

feasible to generate many equivalent circuits such that the final realization is optimum.

Realizations for all elementary sections can be derived systematically from a basic 4-port

topology that is matched at each port. As a result, the derivations are simple and generate

WD circuits whose flowgraphs consist of only normalized 2-port adaptors and delays.

Moreover, the number of parameters cha¡acterizing each circuit is minimal but the number of
multipliers that must be quantized is not minimal, thus necessitating a passive realization. By

converting to voltage wave 2-port adaptors, the number of multipliers that must be quantized

can be drastically reduced. For general 2nd-order sections with eiør --+elatT, the number of
quantized multipliers is minimal, the circuit is structurally lossless, and only one multiplier

controls the location of the transmission zero. WD filters that afe a chain connection of

structurally lossless sections have lower sensitivity to multiplier quantizations than passive

circuits. It would, therefore, be of interest to examine the possibility of generating an altered

set (/, g , h: gg' = hl* + ff*l such that the condition ¿iat = +¿iatT for each general 2nd-

order section can be induced by extracting the simplest kind of the lst-order nonreciprocal

section (see special cases in Table 3.8). This is in direct analogy to the procedure used for

generating noncanonic analog circuits.

A new WD circuit, referred to as quasi-lattice, has been derived that is inherently

structurally lossless and requires a minimum number of 2-port adaptors. This circuit is a

generalization of the WD lattice filter and must be terminated on both sides by sections with

reflection-free ports - a condition which can be satisfied by placing the circuit in the middle

of the cascade. An example of a realization utilizing this section has been shown to be very

efficient.
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